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Editorial

New event REAL-ly hits the spot!
This issue is all
about 3D
Documentation but
we’re not forgetting
the infrastructure,
mapping small
islands and trying
to get our fellow
professionals to
understand what
we mean by scale.

W

hen you boil surveying down to the
essentials it’s mostly about capturing a
scene in sufficient detail so that others
can design, plan or take action. Today we have
some fantastic technology to enable us to do
that and we increasingly describe what we do as
3D Documentation, which is very much the
theme for this issue. You will find different
aspects of it across at least four articles
including, for those thinking about buying, Adam
P Spring’s review of the current market for
terrestrial 3D scanners.
It’s not often that a brand new event really hits
the spot but Nick Day’s report on the first REAL
event makes absolutely riveting reading; it is a
must-read. The sheer variety of applications and
industries reported which are now using 3D
documentation is breathtaking. They are
benefiting from the synergy that comes from such
a comprehensive event. From fashion and haute
couture to restoring and replicating classic cars,
from aerospace to the film industries, to
reproducing fine art down to the individual brush
strokes, laser scanning and imaging are driving so
many applications including 3D printing. Lots of
opportunities ahead for geomatics for those
imaginative enough to diversify.

Clever but does it work?

The editor welcomes your
comments and editorial
contributions by e-mail:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or by post:
Geomatics World
PV Publications Ltd
2B North Road
Stevenage
Herts SG1 4AT
United Kingdom

Do you ever feel that the clever techy people
who develop and create some of the amazing
toys we have around us haven’t the faintest idea
what we actually use them for? We have
smartphones many of which are actually rather
difficult and unreliable for. . . phone calls!
Google’s gmail service, which I have been forced
to start using for business due to the failure of
our near 20 year email provider to stay up-todate, has a bewildering interface where the four
basic things you are likely to want to do with an
email – reply, delete, print or save somewhere –
are lost in meaningless icons and graphics. Thank
goodness most of the software we use in
geomatics operates in a rather more relevant
manner.

Vote for infrastructure

infrastructure right at the bottom of a list of 21
issues that bother us. We need to move it up in
time for the next election. There is much wrong
with Britain’s infrastructure. Roads are
crumbling, rail fares are the costliest in Europe
and bus services offer little inducement for us to
get out of our cars. Perhaps we’re spending too
much on headline-grabbing projects like HS2
and Crossrail. Whatever your personal beliefs,
let’s move infrastructure up the agenda. And
whilst I wouldn’t go so far as to describe our
general election in John Brock’s colourfully blunt
Aussie terms as a “Pick a Dope Quest” (see
page 36), nevertheless we do need to wake up
our representatives. Better still, start by lobbying
your freshly-minted (or old re-tread) MP.

Must-reads
Other stand-out articles in this issue include
Mike Reid on Renishaw’s capture in 3D of the
two Forth bridges (page 22); Dr Catur Aries
Rokmana on mapping Indonesia’s 13,500 or
more named islands (page 32) and James
O’Connor and Dr Mike Smith on the pitfalls of
using consumer grade cameras in UAV surveys.
All three are must-reads. I must also mention
Carl Calvert’s column (page 34). He reports on a
recurrent theme for surveyors: getting our
fellow professionals to understand what we
mean by scale. Alas, the UK’s Supreme Court
struggle with it too.
Geomatics World and our publishers, PV
Publications, will be in Islington in late May for
the UK’s No 1 geospatial event: GEO Business
27-28 May at the Business Design Centre,
Islington, London. See you there.

STOP PRESS
Just as we were going to press GW learnt with
great sadness that former Geomatics Professional
Group Chair Ken Hall had died. Ken was principal
of K J Hall Chartered Land Surveyors, a member
of RICS Council and a former president of CICES.
Our deepest sympathies are extended to Ken’s
family. A full obituary will appear in the next
issue and in the RICS magazine Modus.

In his Chair’s column Chris Preston laments the
failure of our politicians to focus on
infrastructure in the recent UK general election.
An article in The Observer newspaper prior to
the election looked at the cultural and social
beliefs of Britons. It found transport and

Stephen Booth, Editor
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Lords want drone register...

be downloaded from
http://www.opengeospatial.org
/standards/arml.

FARO acquires kubit

The BBC website reports that the House of Lords EU Committee has
recommended the creation of an EU register of drone owners,
initially of businesses and other professional users, and later
expanded to encompass consumers. The report estimates that as
many as 150,000 jobs could be created in the drone industry across
Europe by 2050.
The committee also recommends use of geo-fencing to restrict
where drones can fly, clearer guidance for the police for enforcing
safety rules, a kite mark for drones that are safe to use and guidance
on insurance for drone owners.

... UK regulations set to change
GW has learned that there may be changes to the regulations for
small unmanned aircraft (20kg or less). The main thrust of the new
aviation regulations will be focused on addressing the risks posed by
their use on other aircraft, as opposed to the risks to people/third
parties on the ground, which should be dealt with via other forms of
regulation such as public order acts, harassment, assault, nuisance,
terrorism etc.
This development is in line with the EASA (European Aviation
Safety Agency) report ‘Concept of Operations for Drones’. See:
http://www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/EASA%20Concept%20o
f%20Operations%2012-03-2015.pdf

OGC adopts Augmented
Reality standard
The Open Geospatial Consortium’s
(OGC) membership has adopted an
Augmented Reality Markup
Language 2.0 Interface Standard
(ARML 2.0). The standard provides
a free and open, non-proprietary
encoding that augmented reality
(AR) content providers can use to
specify the visual appearance and

real world “anchors” (including
location) of virtual objects in an AR
scene. Additionally, ARML 2.0
defines an interface (based on
ECMAScript) for communicating
how the user input selects, queries
and dynamically changes the
properties of these virtual objects.
The OGC Augmented Reality
Markup Language 2.0 Interface
Standard document package can

FARO Technologies, Inc has
acquired German software
developer kubit GmbH. According
to Faro president and CEO Jay
Freeland: “By adding kubit’s
products to our portfolio,
customers now have significantly
enhanced software options to serve
a vast array of point cloud
modelling, analysis needs, and
measurement capabilities with very
high connectivity to the Autodesk
suite of products.”

Photogrammetric
monitoring
At the recent International
Tunnelling & Underground Space
Awards, the Centre for Smart
Infrastructure and Construction
(CSIC) won the Ground
Investigation and Monitoring
Award for its innovative “Smart
Tunnel” project. As part of the
project, CSIC installed Imetrum’s
novel camera based precision
monitoring system alongside their
own technologies in the Royal Mail
Tunnel in Central London. Ring
shearing, convergence and rotation
were monitored for nine months to
understand the effects of nearby
Crossrail tunnelling works.
Although the system installed
comprises just four cameras, it
remotely monitors movement at
250 different points within the
tunnel. Running continuously for
nine months, Imetrum’s VX-M
system monitored movement of
these targets, densely spread over
a distance of 30 metres.
The system allowed engineers to
see how each cast-iron ring in the
tunnel moves in relation to the
next, and also measures the
horizontal and vertical convergence
of the tunnel.

MapAction mobilisations

OGC’s new
standard for
AR is free and
open with
non-proprietary
coding.
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MapAction has sent two volunteers
at the request of the UN and the
Government of Chile, in response to
severe flooding in the north of the
country. A state of emergency has
been declared in the Atacama and
Antofagasta regions where two
people have died and twenty two are
missing. The conditions are severe:
40,000 people are reported to be

without drinking water; 53,500
without electricity and people have
been asked to self-evacuate. Further
heavy rainfall is likely to worsen
conditions and the UN team
anticipates it will require help with
needs and damage assessments.
Concurrently, MapAction has also
sent a second rotation of personnel
to cyclone ravaged Vanuatu. The
team’s role will be to finalise the
organisation’s support on the island
and handover to the UN and
national mapping focal points.

Maps & Surveys 2015
The Defence Surveyors’ Association
(DSA) is holding its annual seminar
on Saturday 27th June at the Royal
School of Military Survey, Denison
Barracks, Hermitage near Newbury,
Berkshire. The cost of attendance is
£25, which includes a curry lunch
and tea / coffee breaks. The event
includes talks on map making in
the Napoleonic period, military
mapping in C19th USA, mapping
for the Dardanelles campaign and
British Antarctic Surveys mapping
of South Georgia. The day
concludes with presentations on
the first order triangulation of
Nepal and the “Watchkeeper” UA
system. Contact Mike Nolan at
maptnolan@gmail.com for further
details.

Surveyors’ pay gap survey
The results of the latest RICS
survey of pay and conditions have
been published. There were 8311
responses of which only 38 were
from geomatics surveyors. Average
pay for the thirty eight was
£41,287 with average bonus of
£4,300. The average for all
respondents was £54,711 with
£14,420 bonus. The age imbalance
continues to widen, with an
increase in the proportion of those
with over 21 years experience and
a decrease in those with less than
four years under their belts.

China building Pacific
Islands
The BBC website reports that China
is enlarging islands in the
contested waters of the South
China Sea, raising questions as to
Chinese intentions. By pumping
sand on to coral reefs and adding
concrete, so far China has created
over 4 sq km of artificial landmass,
which could be used to build an

NEWS

aircraft runway. China claims that
she is “totally justified” in this
action because she has
“sovereignty” over the area. For
more see GW March/April 2013 or
visit:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/wo
rld-asia-32126840

Big Data from Space
The Copernicus Masters
competition is inviting all
interested parties to submit
outstanding ideas, applications,
and business concepts involving
innovative uses of Earth
observation data by 13 July 2015.
Along with cash prizes, the winners
will receive access to a leading
international network, corresponding data, start-up funding,
and other support valued at more
than EUR 300,000 in total. Visit
www.copernicus-masters.com

GEO Business workshops
up 34%
Caroline Hobden, GEO Business
Event Director has announced that
the event’s workshop programme is
up by over a third from last year.
“We have been overwhelmed by
the industry’s commitment to GEO
Business 2015 and are thrilled to
announce that our workshop
programme has grown by a
staggering 34% since last year’s
show.” There will be over 140 free
workshop sessions in the two days
of the show which will run in seven
parallel sessions from 09:30 to
17:30 each day, with exhibitors
demonstrating ground-breaking
new products and services.”

Expansion for SLS Coastway
Chartered land surveyors SLS
Coastway Surveys has opened an
office in Scotland. Based in
Linlithgow, West Lothian, the
office will ensure that they can
provide on-the-ground support to
their growing client base across
the region. SLS Coastway Surveys
MD, Mark Hudson adds: “Scotland
is an important area of growth for
us and we’ve already been
involved in a number of projects in
the region, so we already have
local knowledge and expertise.” To
date SLS has undertaken a mobile
mapping project, an underground
void scan for the Glasgow Metro
and a subsurface laser scan of a
sinkhole in the city.

Win a trip to Guiana to
view a satellite launch
Looking at Earth from space, the
lines between desert and fertile
terrain, populated and
uninhabited regions, and dense
rainforest and cleared land are
clearly visible. Indeed, they are
what give contours to the very
face of our planet. Also evident,
but more difficult to construe, are
the human borders: between
nations, ethnicities, religions, and
the wealthy and impoverished.
The GEO Illustration Challenge
is asking participants to give our
planet a new face. The theme is
“Transcending Borders - and
Changing the Earth’s Image”. From
illustrators and designers to keen
Photoshoppers, everyone is invited
to participate. The grand prize: a
VIP invitation to a 2016 ESA
satellite launch at Guiana Space
Centre near Kourou, French
Guiana. The Challenge is part of
the 2015 Copernicus Masters
competition and GEO magazine is
inviting interested participants to
apply graphical and artistic
techniques to satellite imagery and
illustrate them in vivid, artistic
ways that reflect the theme. The
submission phase for the
competition will run from 15 April
to 13 July 2015 at www.
geo.copernicus-masters.com

BRIEFS
Topcon Positioning Group has
acquired Digi-Star, a global
leader in agricultural solutions
involving weight sensors and
control systems for feeding,
planting, fertilizer, and harvest
equipment manufacturers.
Topcon Positioning Group, which
recently announced the launch of a
new intelligent compaction control
system - the C-63, has made an
agreement with concrete paving
manufacturer GOMACO
Corporation to provide 3D control
systems for its machines. GOMACO
will directly offer components for
new and existing systems including
curb and gutter machines, concrete
slipform pavers, placer / spreaders
and trimmers.
RICS has received official
confirmation of Royal Assent of
the Infrastructure Act, which

Latin America’s
largest
sanitation
company buys
ProMark GNSS
for major GIS
project

Saneamento Basico do Estado de São Paulo (SABESP), Latin America’s
largest water and sewage company by market capitalization, has
selected Spectra Precision ProMark 120 and 220 GNSS receivers to
assist in gathering the geographic location of all SABESP network
assets and the location of all customers. SABESP purchased 50
ProMark 120 and 220 GNSS receivers from Hezolinem Equipamentos
Topograficos, Spectra Precision’s Brazil dealer. The units are
compatible with Brazil’s largest private RTK geodetic base network,
that delivers RTK network corrections enabling real-time accuracy of
less that 20 cm; and they offered direct two-way 3G communication
of information with the SABESP central cartographic base raster files.
SABESP provides water to more than 28.7 million customers, or
67% of the population of São Paulo state. Water loss due to leakage
in the network is a significant problem along with sub-metering,
caused by low water pressure; unauthorized consumption and fraud.
Improving water management, recovering lost revenue and
improving the quality of the customer experience is a priority for
SABESP. According to Marcos Almir, sanitation systems analyst, the
twin projects of LigGeo and CadGeo were motivated by SABESP’s
desire to improve productivity and competitiveness. “We created an
innovative GIS effort to geo-reference and register SABESP
distribution networks and buried assets. Tests showed the technical
feasibility of using ProMark GNSS receivers and collectors with NTRIP
technology to efficiently and effectively register all SABESP
equipment in real time with geo-referenced attributes connected to
the technical and commercial enterprise systems to optimize
processes and reduce costs.”

includes Land Registry clauses
relating to Local Land Charges
and Wider Powers. The following
update has gone live at
https://www.gov.uk/governmen
t/news/infrastructure-act-willget-britain-building
The Hexagon Imagery Program, or
HxIP, has released captured
airborne imagery for approximately
25 percent of the US with various
regions of Canada and Europe,
with full coverage of the

coterminous US expected by the
end of the year. Imagery for 11
states plus portions of six others
has been provided in the HxIP as
part of its airborne imagery
offerings from the 2014 flying
season. The imagery is available via
multiple content service providers
including Esri’s ArcGIS Marketplace,
Hexagon Geospatial’s Power
Portfolio and Valtus.
Topcon Europe Positioning has
announced the latest addition
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Worldwide CAD trends

EVENTS CALENDAR 2015
• SEMINARS • CONFERENCES • EXHIBITIONS • COURSES • WORKSHOPS
GW welcomes advance details of events of interest to the Geomatics community.
Details to: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
FIG Working Week
17-21 May, Sophia, Bulgaria
www.fig.net/fig2015
GEO Business 2015
27-28 May, Business Design Centre,
London
www.GeoBusinessShow.com

Business Advantage Group has announced the results of its 2015
worldwide CAD Trends Survey. The survey was completed by 635
professionals from around the world in late 2014. It covers 15 Trends
- from ‘3D modeling’ and ‘Building Information Modeling (BIM)’ to
‘Cloud Based CAD’, from ‘Simulation’ to ‘3D Printing’, from ‘Open
Source CAD’ to ‘Augmented/Virtual/Reality Computing’.
of TopNETlive Norway to the
global collection of GNSS
network systems. The
partnership agreement between
Topcon and Blinken AS has
already over 250 subscriptions
in less than two months.
Around 170 base stations
ensure excellent coverage
throughout Norway.

The Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) and the InLocation Alliance
(ILA), have begun working together
to advance indoor positioning
capabilities. While outdoor
navigation is common place, much
work is still needed to exploit the
full potential of indoor Location
Based Services supported by

HxGN Live 2015
1-4 June, Las Vegas Nevada
http://hxgnlive.com/
also: 18-20 November, Hong Kong
Early-Career Scholars Institute in
GIScience
29 June - 3 July, College of the Atlantic,
Bar Harbor, Maine
http://giscienceconferences.org/ve
spucci2015week2/

reliable and affordable indoor
location positioning systems.
Operators of ski slopes need to
save natural resources used in
slope preparation. Two
manufacturers have partnered to
improve the ecological footprint

Geomatics Indaba 2015
11-13 August Emperors Palace,
Ekurhuleni, South Africa.
http://geomatics.org.za/
BCS-SoC Mapping Together
8-10 September, York, UK
www.cartography.org.uk
Intergeo
15-17 September, Stuttgart, Germany
www.intergeo.de
Commercial UAV Expo
5-7 October, Las Vegas
www.expouav.com
Commercial UAV Show
20-21 October, ExCel, London
www.terrapinn.com

of ski areas. Leica Geosystems
and Northern Italian company
Prinoth, a producer of snow
grooming machines and tracked
utility vehicles, will work to
provide more efficiency in
grooming slopes to reduce fuel
emissions and costs.

PEOPLE

New chief exec for OS
Nigel Clifford has been appointed
as the new chief executive of
Ordnance Survey (OS). He will take
up leadership of the £145 million
turnover organisation in June
2015, bringing extensive
experience of international
software, telecoms and services
including complex joint venture
and public sector enterprises.
Business Minister Matthew
Hancock said: “I am delighted to
welcome Nigel Clifford to Ordnance
Survey at this important time in the
organisation’s history. The change to
a government-owned company
provides an exciting opportunity for
the staff, partners and users of OS
data, and Nigel’s leadership will be
crucial in delivering a flexible,

08

customer-focused outlook.”
Nigel Clifford adds: “I am
immensely excited to be taking up
this role, particularly now. As a
long-time member of the Royal
Geographical Society and an
enthusiastic traveller and hill
walker, I have had a keen interest
in Ordnance Survey for many years.
It is wonderful to have this
opportunity to combine an abiding
interest in ‘location’ with my
background in technology,
partnering and business to create
world-leading user experiences.”

. . . and for Land Registry
Graham Farrant has been
appointed as the new chief
executive of the Land Registry. Mr
Farrant will take up leadership of
the organisation, which forms the
bedrock of the England and Wales
property market, in June 2015. He
will use his considerable skills
gained through 15 years at chief
executive level in both private and
public organisations to lead the
Land Registry through the next
stages of its transformation into a
modern, digital organisation offering
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a first rate service to all those
buying or selling land and property.
Business Minister Matthew
Hancock said: “I am delighted to
announce Graham Farrant’s
appointment as the next Chief
Executive of the Land Registry. His
energy and experience
transforming complex organisations
will ensure Land Registry continues
to deliver a top class service while
also embracing an increasingly
digital model that will drive the
efficiency and ease of use that
customers expect.”
Mr Farrant said: “I am delighted
to be taking up this challenging and
vital role with the Land Registry. I
look forward to continuing the
Registry’s proud tradition of being
the cornerstone the property
industry is built upon, while leading
it through the next stages of its
transformation into a modern,
digital organisation providing
excellent services to its customers.”

New VP for Topcon
GeoPositioning
Francois Erceau is the new vice
president of the GeoPositioning

Erceau: 20 years exec experience.
Solutions Group in Europe. Erceau
brings more than 20 years of
executive-level industry experience
with both technical and business
expertise. “Francois will be
responsible for pushing forward our
existing businesses and developing
new vertical markets in the region,
continuing the expansion strategy
of the GeoPositioning Solutions
Group in Europe,” said Eduardo
Falcon, executive vice president
and general manager of the Group.
Erceau holds an MBA with
emphasis in management, strategy,
finance and general administration
from IAE Business School, as well
as a master’s degree in optics,
physics and electronics.
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REGISTER

FREE*
Register online today at:
www.GeoBusinessShow.com

The geospatial event for everyone
involved in the gathering, storing,
processing and delivering of
geospatial information.
Incorporating:
· A world class exhibition attracting the leading service
providers and suppliers of geospatial technology
· An innovative conference presenting the latest industry
advances for all those working with spatial data
· A workshop and demonstration programme offering
buyers a hands-on experience and providing in-depth
knowledge of the latest products and services
· Welcome drinks and gala dinner offering a chance to
network and socialise with colleagues old and new
For more information on the event visit

www.GeoBusinessShow.com
Organised by:
In collaboration with:

GEO Business

@GEOBusinessShow
# geobiz

EMPOWERING GEOSPATIAL INDUSTRIES
*Exhibition and workshops are free to attend. Registration fee applies for the conference.

Geomatics PGB Chair

Elections over, but will it be time for
infrastructure?

B
Above: your chair swaps
his lounge suit for hi-viz
and a proper job.

Infrastructure and
particularly
transportation are
issues that should
concern us all, says
Chris Preston,
chair of RICS
Geomatics
Professional Group.

Chris Preston welcomes
your comments and
thoughts so please email
to the following address
geochair.rics@gmail.com

y the time you read this those of us in the
UK will have returned to our post election
stupor and wondering what effect the
new government will have on the matters that
have impact on our lives.
It always surprises me that the issues that
are in the politicians’ minds at polling time are
rarely one of the matters that concern us all,
namely transportation. Apart from different
political parties having a policy of pro or anti
HS2 (High speed railway project in UK linking
London to Birmingham, Manchester and
Leeds) little is headline grabbing. So it really is
time for infrastructure to take centre stage as
we all want better accessibility and less
congestion allowing us to move around when
we need to. Of course, such a paradigm shift
of policy costs huge sums of money and after
all we all think we pay enough taxes as it is.
The Institution of Civil Engineers has been
stating the case for new infrastructure and
upgrades for many years and it is only right
that we welcome them within the sponsoring
bodies of GEO Business and we must support
them in their quest to bring this to the public’s
and government’s attention.
At the recent ICES BIM event it was
instructive that when a show of hands was
asked for, to see who had read the BS1192
documents, that only a few had. Whether we
like it or not, BIM is a subject that is not going
to go away and we owe it to ourselves as well
as those that follow us in the profession to be
at the table for this. There is a working group
Survey4BIM that is part of the government
task group who are working on producing
guidance and material of particular relevance
for surveyors. The documents are starting to
take shape and I know that the Chair of this
group, Ian Bush would welcome your
thoughts on what is being done
(http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/survey4bim/).

Monitoring: human sense still needed
Another conference on ground engineering
and monitoring was fascinating in that it
brought home to me how rapidly the

technology available to measure structures
and especially tunnels has moved on. With the
advent of CrossRail and the likelihood of HS2
and even CrossRail 2 needing a large number
of tunnels, the need to monitor those areas
around them will be of ever greater
importance. The miniaturisation of sensors
and their capability to be daisy-chained, use
Bluetooth and wireless connections to a hub
means that far fewer cables are needed,
removing one of the major sources of
communication failure.
The use of laser scanning to identify
stresses and strains and video monitoring of
structures under moving loads, have all
highlighted the advances in the measurement
technology available. Moreover, though, there
is still a place for simple devices such as that
using overlapping concentric circles over
cracks, showing moiré fringes when
movement occurs. These can be photographed
using a digital camera to provide a record of
change over time. However, the fundamental
question of absolute or relative monitoring
and data overload are issues to be overcome.
Client organisations will also not want to be
notified of all apparent trigger changes
automatically, without some form of human
sense checking. I am sure this is something
GW will be returning to in the future.

Timing is the thing. . .
As all encompassing as Geomatics is, I am sure
that not many of you feel that Greek Gods
have much to do with it. A recent article I read
in none other than Radio Times raised the idea
of the two Greek Gods of time. There is
Chronos, the Greek god of time that is absolute
and linear. Whereas when we feel tired and go
to bed without clock watching it is as a result
of qualitative or Kairological time – Kairos. This
time is the spirit of the moment, time elastic
and lively, the moment of insight and art. So
perhaps poor total station or GNSS readings are
due to the influence of Kairos?
As ever your thoughts on any of this are
welcomed to the usual e-mail address.

How to ensure that you always get GeomaticsWorld
If you receive GW as part of your RICS membership, you must inform the Institution of any change of address. As
publishers of GW we cannot change the RICS membership database for you. Call +44 (0)870 333 1600 or log on
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email contactrics@rics.org Subscribers to GW can call +44 (0)1438 352617 or email: lucy@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
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Magna Carta rocks!
by Malcolm Draper, Rentalength

I
Visits to see old
friends and
colleagues and
exhibitions have
been engaging our
columnist. But over
arching is the great
charter signed by
King John 800
years ago that still
defines some of we
Britons’ rights.

n March the Editor and I were the guests of Leica
Geosystems at their Milton Keynes hq. The
occasion was an informal chance to meet up with
Mark Concannon, Dr Arthur Allan, Dr Mike Grist,
Nigel Bayford, Hugh Anderson and Steve Shickell
of Hexagon Metrology. We were there to learn
more about Leica’s parent company Hexagon’s
metrology products. It was a great day out and
wonderful to catch up with Arthur Allan again,
who’s as sprightly and alert as he ever was. He’s
even given us a fantastic photo from the dim and
distant when he played the bagpipes, stripped to
the kilt, on a Caribbean beach. It was also amazing
to see metrology scientist Dr Mike Grist again, who
I hadn’t seen for many years. Mike and I went to
school together, we were even in the same class.

Exhibitionist
I’ve been to some fantastic exhibitions and
lectures at RGS but let me start by mentioning the
Science Museum’s “Churchill’s Scientists”. This
was an interesting if a little sparse display of how
British scientists developed all sorts of
technologies that helped win the second world
war. Topics ranged from the atomic bomb, which
ended the war, radar, antibiotics (penicillin), to
nutrition. On the latter, two rather splendid
women scientists cycled the length and breadth of
Britain investigating what people ate and whether
it was possible to survive on a rather grim diet of
mainly porridge and turnips. All to help Churchill
decide what the minimum ration should be. For
most of the scientists, Churchill’s question was
never ‘How much will it cost?’ but ‘Can you do it
and how soon can we have it?’ The exhibition is
on until March 2016 so plenty of time left.

The Great Charter
The next event was rather grander, but you will
have less time to visit before it closes on 1
September this year. The British Library, next door
to the magnificently restored St Pancras Station,

A grand day out. Left: Mark
Concannon and Dr Arthur Allan.
Above: Malc and Dr Mike Grist.
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Above: The only copy of the Magna Carta to
survive with the seal of King John still attached.
has regular exhibitions and the latest is all about
the Magna Carta, the document from which
English Law and many of our liberties, like the
right to be tried by our peers and Habeas Corpus,
are derived. Its influence flows through 800 years
of history, through the Civil Wars, the American
Declaration of Independence, the Chartists, the
Suffragettes and even inspiring the drafters of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.
The exhibition is very wide ranging and took
nearly two hours to wander through. I was
exhausted by the end of it! Comparisons with
our French neighbours efforts at revolutionary
charters, a cast of characters who have cited or
used the charter such as William Penn, whose
name is immortalised in Pennsylvania, who used
it to draft the state’s law code. Opposed by the
governor, he was tried by jury but the judge
directed them to find Penn guilty. They refused
and were temporarily imprisoned for their
trouble.
Others who’ve referenced the charter range
from Thomas Jefferson, Mahatma Ghandi,
Nelson Mandela and of course Sir Winston
Churchill. At times though it seemed to drift off
into trivia – a jigsaw dating from the 1950s of
King John signing the document and a video of
comedian Tony Hancock’s epic courtroom
episode: ‘Magna Carta, did she die in vein?’
Signed under duress by King John in 1215, the
charter is written in Latin and in an almost
indecipherable script. Although many copies were
made and distributed throughout the land, only
four of the original copies survive. Due to the
ravages of flood and fire some can only be read by
using modern scanning techniques. One copy,
bizarrely, was found in a tailor’s shop. There was
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also some physical evidence of King John himself.
His tomb in Worcester Cathedral was opened in
1797, triggering much public interest in the charter
and revealing garments he had worn, as well as
some teeth and a thumb bone, both on display.
King John was found to be 5 ft 6½ inches
tall and was not amongst our most revered
monarchs. Upon his death just a year after
signing Magna Carta one chronicler wrote: “Foul
as it is, Hell itself made fouler by the presence of
King John”. His death seems to have ensured the
charter’s survival. His successor, Henry III, was
only nine years old and presumably a pliable
ruler in the hands of the barons who amended
some of the clauses.

hospital. When the tired walkers reach their
destination our job is to entertain them. This
year it is expected to raise over £1.2m.

RGS: the North West Passage and the Nile

Financial Planning explained

The RGS’s s spring season has seen some excellent
presentations. The discovery of HMS Erebus was
all about the search for the ill-fated expedition led
by Sir John Franklin to find the route of the North
West Passage. The expedition clearly came to grief
as nothing was heard of them despite rescue
missions being launched. Perseverance, by Parks
Canada’s oceanographic team, finally discovered
the remains of Franklin’s ship in fairly shallow
waters. Ryan Harris presented some fantastically
detailed 3D side-scan sonar images revealing
much detail of the ship.
The second stand-out lecture this spring that I
attended was given by Levison Wood, a writer,
explorer and ex-paratrooper. You may have seen
his series on Channel 4, Walking the Nile. Hold
that thought – he walked a total of 4200 miles
from the source of the river in Ruanda to the
Mediterranean. According to the Daily Mail he
made Bear Grylls look like a wimp! I’m not sure
about that but he certainly had some great tales
to tell. When walking inadvisably through bandit
country he was stopped by a car load of AK47
wielding rebels. They demanded money. His local
guide negotiated with them in Swahili and after
five minutes they went on their way taking little
more than a few minor personal items. ‘How did
you manage that?’ he said to the guide. ‘I just
told them, did they think we’d be walking if we
had any money?’

A man buys a donkey from a farmer for £100. The
farmer agrees to deliver the donkey the next day.
In the morning he drives up and says, ‘Sorry son,
but I have some bad news. The donkey’s died.’
The man replies, ‘Well just give me my money
back then.’ The farmer says, ‘Can’t do that. I’ve
already spent it.’ ‘OK then, just bring me the
dead donkey’ The farmer asks, ‘What are you
going to do with him?’ ‘I’m going to raffle him
off.’ The farmer says, ‘You can’t raffle a dead
donkey!’ ‘Sure I can. Watch me. I just won’t tell
anybody he’s dead.’
A month later, the farmer met up with the
man and asked, ‘What happened with that dead
donkey?’ ‘I raffled him off. I sold 500 tickets at
£2 each and made a profit of £998.‘Didn’t
anyone complain?’ ‘Just the guy who won. So I
gave him his £2 back.’
The man now works for a well known bank.

Marching for the Royal Marsden
My band has been helping to raise money for
the Royal Marsden Hospital. The hospital is a
world leading centre for research and treating
cancer and every year a march is held supported
by thousands of people to raise money for the

Greg Simmons
Some sad news that just missed the last issue of GW. Surveyor Greg Simmons
died in a motorcycle accident in Thailand. Greg was the son of the late Derek
Simmons who founded Simmons Survey Partnership and Simmons Aerofilms.
What a tragic end for a great surveyor. I didn’t know Greg that well but I do
recall how welcoming he was when the Editor and I visited the company
down in Axbridge in Somerset ten years or so ago. If readers have
reminiscences about Greg we’d be delighted to publish them. In the
meantime, Undercurrents records its condolences to the Simmons family.

Election time
With a general election imminent in the UK, the
following pithy bon mots may help undecided
voters. Incidentally I rather like my fellow
columnist John Brock’s description of a recent
Aussie election as a “Pick a Dope Quest”.
In my many years I have come to a conclusion
that one useless man is a shame, two is a law
firm, and three or more is a congress. – John
Adams
If you don’t read the newspaper you are
uninformed, if you do read the newspaper you
are misinformed. – Mark Twain
A government which robs Peter to pay Paul can
always depend on the support of Paul. – George
Bernard Shaw
Democracy must be something more than two
wolves and a sheep voting on what to have for
dinner. – James Bovard
I don’t make jokes. I just watch the government
and report the facts. – Will Rogers
And to conclude, a bit of Athenian wit:

Above: Playing at the Marsden Walk.

Just because you do not take an interest in
politics doesn’t mean politics won’t take an
interest in you! – Pericles (430 B.C.)
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Got a tale to tell?
Please send letters for
publication by e-mail
to the Editor: editor@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or contact
Undercurrents, in
strictest confidence if
you wish (we promise
to change names,
places, etc to
protect the guilty!),
via e-mail:
rentamalc@aol.com
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REAL 2015:

Capture, Compute,
Create. . . and Collaborate

Above: Capturing the
President. Fortunately
Obama is only being
scanned.

Nick Day attended
this debut event,
where synergy and
cross fertilization
of ideas and
applications in the
world of 3D were
centre stage.

A

s Mr Gumby put it (Michael Palin in a
Monty Python sketch), “My brain
hurts!” After two days at the REAL2015
conference at Fort Mason in San Francisco, I
know just how he felt. I could have taken no
more as the one terabyte hard drive that is my
brain was full to capacity and needed
downloading and defragmenting.
The first of its kind, the conference was the
brainchild of Alonzo “Lon” Addison, and
Robert Shear. The chief theme was the 3C’s:
Capture, Compute & Create. Lon told me that
the idea for the event had been germinating
for some time. His years working overseas
with UNESCO on World Heritage allowed him
to meet a wide variety of industry pioneers,
entrepreneurs, free thinkers, and start-up
companies. With Robert, formerly at the
Scripps Institute in San Diego, now with
Autodesk as senior director of the Reality
Solutions Group, they assembled an amazing
array of speakers, whose ideas and
presentations blew away the 500+ audience.
For part of the two days, there were parallel
sessions, for others it was single track. As
always for parallel sessions, it was tough to
decide which to catch.
Perhaps there’s a fourth C: Collaboration. In
my mind, it’s not a new concept, just that
more people are finally becoming enlightened.
In many respects competition should be seen
as collaboration. Tim Webber (see later)
among others, noted the benefits of sharing
ideas across disciplines, and that risk is the
mother of innovation.

Background History
I first met Lon at UC Berkeley, back in the mid
1990’s. At that same meeting was John
Ristevski, an Aussie surveyor and student of
Lon’s who later went on to form earthmine,
inc, recently bought out by Nokia. Lon was at

Left: Bastian
Shaefer of Airbus
believes it won’t
be long before it
will be possible to
create an aircraft
from 3D printed
parts.
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the forefront of the laser scanning revolution,
working with Ben Kacyra at Cyra Technologies.
I feel most fortunate having been there at the
beginning, and able to see the unlimited
possibilities of this technology, one that was
actually taken up and used sooner by
visionaries in the UK and Europe than it was in
the US. Later, of course, Leica saw the potential
and bought Cyra. The rest is history!
Most conferences are rather incestuous
affairs. Geomatics’ surveyors go to land
surveying conferences with no other
professions present; doctors go to medical
conferences; and lawyers meet up with other
legal beagles. There is no cross fertilization.
Yes, surveyors get to compare notes, but not
always too closely in case they perceive
competition. Everyone wants a slice of the pie,
often a pie that’s shrinking. Few seem aware
of the need to grow the pie into new areas.
What Lon and Robert succeeded in doing
with REAL2015 was bringing together
surveyors, engineers, computer nerds,
software app developers, artists, architects,
archaeologists, makers, and builders, etc, to
collaborate, to grow the pie, and create a
synergy that feeds on itself.

The Programme & Exhibits
Furthest to come for REAL2015 was Sarah
Kenderdine from New South Wales, who gave
a lucid presentation on museum archival. Many
other presenters came from the UK, Germany,
The Netherlands, France and Russia to present a
wide range of topics from scanning old
masters’ paintings to reinventing the way we
design and build aircraft, to 3D printing of
prosthetics and special tents for Ebola patients,
to new freeway and bridge design concepts
that educate and include the public.
During breaks I spoke with many attendees,
such as: Ahmet Saracoglu from Ankara,
Turkey, who has his own small start-up
company; Evgeny Lykhin, Artec Group,
involved in product management with 3D
scanning, has his office in Luxembourg, but is
originally from a small rural town outside
Moscow; Pernilla Ohrstedt, from Sweden,
who owns her own architecture company and
set up shop some years ago in London to scan
and redesign cities. I bumped into my
neighbour, Oytun Akman, a principal engineer
with Autodesk’s Reality Capture division in San
Francisco, also originally from Ankara, and
who got his PhD from Delft University. I talked
to two young ladies from The Netherlands,
one completing her PhD at Delft, and both
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temporarily working in reality capture in
Dallas, Texas. They told me they were blown
away by what they’d seen over the two days.
There were a number of venture capitalists
wandering the exhibition hall and attending
presentations, on the look-out for start-ups
where they might invest seed money for a
good ROI. Basically putting their money where
someone else’s mouth is!
Tim Zaman, of Delft University, uses laser
scanners, x-rays, and a form of radar, to not
only see how artists created and painted their
masterpieces, but to recreate 3D copies. Unseen
by the naked eye, Tim was able to discover the
pigments used, and how they were built up by
the artists in layers. He handed round a “fake”
framed Rembrandt self-portrait which had been
produced from the original in the Rijksmuseum
in Amsterdam, using a 3D printer.
Unlike a copy or print, this had all the build
up of the paint, with texture and depth. Later,
Roman Hasenbreck with Metaio, showed us
how they use Autodesk Memento for the
Smithsonian x3D project, and we learned the
tiny percentage of collections on display at the
Louvre, Guggenheim, and Smithsonian (8%,
3% & 2% respectively). The vast majority are
stored off site, or in museum basements. The
problem of “lost” treasures is partly being
rectified through the use of 3D laser scanning,
whereby critical pieces are uploaded to the
cloud on websites for all to look at. One can
fly around a statue, zoom in and all with
dialogue attached. 3D scanning means it is
possible to reconstruct artefacts back to their
original state should they be damaged, or
simply disintegrate over time.

Bay Lights spectacular
San Francisco took centre stage as “Illuminate
the Arts” founder and chief visionary officer Ben
Davis talked about the Bay Lights. Designed by
world-renowned artist Leo Villareal, the
synchronized lights have graced the West Span
of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge for the
past two years, thrilling locals and tourists alike.
Ben stressed the dynamics needed to solve
today’s problems: think differently, lose selfinterest, and collaborate; yet ensure the safety
of data that protects privacy.
Nelson Aguilar, Caltrans’ chief of surveys for
District 4’s nine Bay Area counties, showed how
collaboration resulted in the most
comprehensive and accurate as-built 3D survey
and mapping of any bridge, anywhere. In-house
3D laser scanning, GPS control, and
total station surveys were
complemented by aerial LiDAR
mapping. A 3D model-based design,
Nelson explained, allows sophisticated
visualizations for stakeholder
communication and public involvement
on DOT projects. The Presidio Parkway
project, within a stone’s throw of Fort
Mason, was given as one example. The
next wave 4D/5D models support

Right: Tim Zaman
uses laser scanning
and radar to create
3D copies of old
masters.

construction planning and logistics. These allow
Caltrans to manage highway project assets
across life-cycles. Unlike private companies who
come in and do a job, then leave without any
more headaches and long-term costs, a
government agency is left to manage the
constructed project’s assets and maintain the asbuilt environment. We forget that capital
projects usually cause maintenance and
operations’ headaches and costs, almost
indefinitely. So, the better a real as-built at the
outset, the less will be the costs and problems
later on. It still shocks me as to how long it has
taken agencies, companies, and even countries
to see the benefits of a BIM.
Neil Hrushowy of San Francisco’s Planning
Dept demonstrated how they are using 3D
and animation to help educate the public and
get input for projects; the idea being to
present understandable options and show
what is proposed. He noted that it’s all about
efficient use of resources. Cities are evolving
organisms, with physical spaces, people,
dynamic processes, and mobility & access all
interconnected.
Brit Tim Webber gave us a thrilling insight
into how he had used a variety of techniques
and visual effects to make the 3D movie Gravity
with George Clooney and Sandra Bullock. I saw
it on the biggest Imax 3D screen I could – the
visual effects were literally out of this world.
Convincing director Alfonso Cuarón of what
was needed was difficult, but he accepted Tim
and his team’s suggestions, which included
building their own special robots, scanning, and
developing special lighting techniques to
simulate what things would be like in outer
space with both natural and moon light.
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‘‘

. . . the dynamics
needed to solve
today’s problems:
think differently,
lose self-interest,
and collaborate. . .

’’

Below: Stuart Brown reverse
engineered a Bugatti by
scanning 3000 parts. Today
he has a business making
special cars and parts.
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‘‘

. . . it won’t be
long before an
entire aircraft is
produced using a
3D printer and
new materials
such as glass
composites will
let passengers
see the stars at
night. . .

’’

Below: you can even create
beautiful ladies gowns,
according to Francis Bitonti
and they might be more
saleable than a beautiful
$50,000 bike rack!
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Another Brit, Stuart Brown, showed how his
hobby turned into a business via reverse
engineering an old Bugatti, which then begat
making special cars for clients. Normally one
would use the blueprint design of a car to build
it, but in the case of the Bugatti, there was only
the car, the blueprints long gone. Stuart then
set about taking it apart and scanning/
measuring every part. It looked a simple car,
and he estimated 800 parts tops; the final tally
was around 3000! He expected there to be
many errors in the parts and inaccuracies in
their construction, but was surprised how
accurately they had been machined. Armed
with the 3D scans, he was able to reproduce
the parts, many via a 3D printer.
Today, printers are not just turning out
plastic parts or units. Titanium and carbon
fibre filaments are being woven into the
plastic making final products both very strong
and light. Bastian Shaefer with Airbus,
showed how Aerospatiale are using these
techniques to totally redesign aircraft with
more the passenger in mind. As one example
of efficiency and cost savings, he noted that
they are now making double-walled fuel
connector pipes from titanium, with a 14:1
ratio part reduction, and no casting tools
needed. He thinks it won’t be long before an
entire aircraft is produced using a 3D printer
and new materials such as glass composites
will let passengers see the stars at night from
an almost surreal environment. He maintains
that there is no need for the upfront cockpit –
it could even be in the baggage storage area.
In fact, the technology is already there for the
plane to fly itself without a cockpit and pilots.
Not sure if I’m ready for that yet!
Jacob Hockett, founder of Minds Mechanical,
has done a lot of work with Boeing, and
highlighted what they’re working on using a
variety of scanning techniques and 3D printing.
Composites are now critical, he says, and they
concentrate on both metrology and machining
software, and measuring quality. He talked
about Reverse Product Creation, where the first
stage is to scan a part, and demonstrated the
work done on rotor blades. All suppliers feed
information into a centralized database, again
stressing the importance of collaboration.
Educated as a geologist, structural engineer
and architect, Chris Luebkeman currently leads
the Global Foresight & Innovation
team at Arup, based in San
Francisco. His thoughtful talk
about the direction projects need
to take these days, noted that
voting implies six principles:
understanding, attitude, capability,
capacity, insight and voice. Chris
then handed over to David Edge,
with Arup in London, for specifics.
He treated us to a selection of
projects they’re working on, using
a variety of techniques from
regular ground laser scanning to
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aerial LiDAR. He showed a simulation of the
HS2 route (Britain’s first proposed high speed
rail network) which took us on a fly-through
of the English countryside, at breakneck
speed, showing viaducts, embankments, and
cuttings. Old style mock-ups have gone the
way of the Dodo as we now experience the
final product as if real and we’re actually
there. Nowhere was this more evident than
when David showed the design for Garden
Bridge, planned to span the River Thames
from the South Bank to Temple station.
With the coming of personal scanners
Stuart Woods with Leica Geosystems UK
asked, “who actually owns the data?” He
mused that with the democratization of data,
“What if Google owns all the maps. . . and
charges?” He also noted that with rail travel
in the UK, no one knows how quickly a train
can actually go because the condition of the
tracks is not known. Collecting more data may
allow trains to go faster if they meet certain
criteria, or allow tracks to be modified.

Beauty and the 3D printer beast
Francis Bitonti explained that during design it
was all too easy to get away from reality when
trying to innovate. He showed us the results of
a beautifully curved burnt orange coloured bike
rack he’d come up with, but that cost $50,000
to make. Obviously few sales at that price!
However, he did show some exquisite ladies
gowns that fit perfectly over the entire body,
which were printed out in various materials. All
thanks to pre-scanning the end user. Materials
are entering the information age, he said,
because materials are information. As part of a
later paper, Evgeny Lykhin noted that in the
field of fashion, from 40%-48% of clothing is
returned because it doesn’t fit the purchaser.
Scanning a person with the ability to make all
clothes fit could cut costs considerably.
Demonstrating thinking outside the box, Saul
Griffith and his team developed a new way of
fighting the Ebola virus. Traditionally, an aid
worker dons coveralls, but one in four workers
may still contact the disease, mainly due to the
way the coveralls are taken off. Instead, they
designed an inflatable see-through tent, which
could be printed out on a 3D printer and
inflated in less than 3 minutes. The patient
enters the tent, and a normally clothed aid
worker carries out necessary tests from outside
by using various arm holes. Saul brought a tent
on stage and inflated it as he spoke.
Mark Hatch of TechShop spoke about the
way manufacturing space had dramatically
changed, reducing in scale and dollars, and
how many more products could be made in a
short time. He showed slides of several startup entrepreneurs, including: Anton Willis,
founder of Oru Kayak, launched by Kickstarter,
who had made a collapsible kayak, something
once considered unthinkable; James McKelvey,
co-founder of Square, a mobile payments
company; Jane Chen of Embrace; and Richard
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Hatfield of Lightning Motorcycles, who built
the fastest production bike in the world. . .
and it’s all electric! He stressed the
collaborative environment, and how these
people had an idea and ran with it. They had
access to tools and technology and then
decided “what classes do I need to take to
succeed?”
Greg Downing of xRez Studio described
immersive environment capture. Their VR
Traveller captures stunning real-world locations
in extreme high resolution so that anyone can
travel anywhere vicariously from an armchair
in their house, and save a bundle on costs!
Dave Eisenberg, with Floored, has carved out
a niche with realtors to provide 3D residence
plans from laser scanning.
CEO of Autodesk Carl Bass is a keen garage
hobbyist. He spoke about Spark, the first open
3D printing software platform that can
streamline and optimize 3D printing. The
company recently announced it was making its
own 3D desktop-sized printers. Carl said that
for business users of Spark, the fee would be
$25/month, but free for hobbyists and nonprofits. Prosthetics are an area that has
particularly interested him, and these advances
will benefit those who need new body parts.
Most people, he said, don’t know what they
want to make, and that the “maker
revolution” was somewhat over-hyped.

Currently, it is a mostly industrial
rather than home DIY revolution. He
mentioned Instructables, a website
specializing in user-created and
uploaded do-it-yourself projects.
Around 30 million hobbyists visit the
site each month!
Rafael Spring is DotProduct’s CTO.
He showed a Nvidia tablet, with
teraflops of computing power, that
provided instant 3D scans of the
session panelists, plus post processing,
before our very eyes. Naturally this is
not for high accuracy work, but hey,
horses for courses! He noted how the
cost of sensors had come way down.
Continuing the tablet revolution, Matt
Bell of Matterport, spoke about
professional scanning – cloud, top
quality and accuracy – to consumers’
less accurate needs. He maintained
Above: Tim Webber “the benefits of
that we are where we are today
sharing ideas across disciplines, and
through those who played 3D video
that risk is the mother of innovation.”
games as kids; not something many
of their parents thought at the time,
I’m sure! Matt told us that a three-bed house
can be captured in 45 mins, with their
professional $4500 camera, plus software
processing. For them, current markets are: real
estate & hospitality, venue promotion, office
continued over page
remodelling & refurbishment, and tourism.
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They share 3D models on web and mobile,
content creation for VR, and provide the
Matterport platform for 3rd party apps.
A few exhibitors showed the making or
protecting of body parts, through 3D laser
scanning and printing/manufacturing. GRITT
3D – Scan, Print, Wear was inspired by
founder Shannon Sprenkle from Billings,
Montana. After her children’s problems with
football and wrestling, she decided on a
solution of affordable, custom-made, 3D
printed mouth-guards from an accurate mouth
scan. The results may worry a few
orthodontists! Helping her out with the
technical side of scanning is regular
contributor to GW, and fellow Brit, Adam
Spring, who was down from sub-zero Billings
to enjoy a few days of 70º F + temperatures.

Conclusion

‘‘

Geometry is
cheap to measure
and getting
cheaper; and
letting the
concept lead, not
the technology. . .

’’

Autodesk’s belief is that reality data matters
because it: minimizes rework, reduces waste,
shrinks project completion time, allows for
better project estimation, and is a superior
form of documentation. Geometry is cheap to
measure and getting cheaper; and letting the
concept lead, not the technology, were
thoughts thrown out by more than one
speaker. Often it seems as though it has been
vice versa ‘til now.
It has always been my contention that at

least 95% of the population’s EQ (Emotional
Quotient) has not kept up with their IQ
(Intelligence Quotient); but maybe that will
now change as more intuitive and immersive
processes become available. Those who still
have a hard time programming/synchronizing
their remote controls to handle both TV and
cable boxes will know what I mean. As it is,
speaking into a smart-phone to ask Google or
Siri for what you need is getting us closer. To
that end, Gannon Wilder of Paracosm, showed
us the new breed of domestic robots that will
help out around the house.
Those trendy, yet simple robotic vacuum
cleaners that made their way around the
lounge, bumping into walls and furniture have
been replaced by Robot 2.0. A 3D pre-scanned
map of the house is fed into the robot so it
can manoeuvre without knocking into
anything. Presumably it will even climb the
stairs, and know where to find everything.
Perhaps it will not only wash the dishes, but
know what drawers/cupboards to return them,
clean and dry. Maybe it will even be able to
look after the dog or cat while you’re on
holiday. However, if past is prologue, laboursaving devices never quite seem to deliver on
allowing us more leisure time, so I’m not
holding my breath. But, let’s not forget how
far we’ve come in a very short time, and what
may be possible in the near future.

ZF UK Laser Ltd.
Lt

•
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Laser Scanners
and the market
in 2015
For surveyors, the
purchase of a laser
scanner is likely to
be one of the
costliest single
equipment
purchases they
make. Adam P.
Spring offers some
timely advice and
guidance for the
decision making
process.

D

emand still continues to grow for the
types of laser scanner most GW readers
are familiar with. In recent years, depth
imaging via gaming sensors and mobile devices
has also started to take related markets in a
new direction. For example, Trimble linked
Google’s Project Tango to SketchUp almost
immediately after the technology was
announced. There are even videos of former
Mensi alumni, Omar Soubra, using a Tango
tablet for BIM applications. The gap between
consumer, prosumer and professional markets
continues to shrink and to blur.
This article is not just a reaction to such
developments. It stems from firstly being a long
time user or earlier adopter of commercial laser
scanning and secondly, recent experiences of
buying a laser scanner. Despite ongoing
refinement, laser scanning remains a best-fit
solution. There is no one tool that can do every
job. In fact, finding a best-fit solution can be a
daunting task. This is especially the case when
trying to be an agnostic consumer. Someone
who looks beyond particular brands, who has a
deep understanding of the solutions available.
The one ubiquitous statement that can be made
about laser scanning is that it remains an
application-driven technology.

Specifications

• Adam P. Spring is a
consultant and visiting
lecturer in Applied
Technologies and Reality
Capture in the
Department of
Archaeology, University of
Plymouth. He has featured
in numerous academic
and research publications.
In addition to reselling
3DM Analyst, he has been
a consultant for Autodesk
and Leica Geosystems. For
more information, visit
http://remotelyinterested.com/

It is interesting to note that Jerry Dimsdale, cofounder and CTO of Cyra Technologies, openly
stated that a need for a standard in
specifications for laser scanning is still required.
Writing in LIDAR news, September 2014 he
likened conditions to those of the formative
years in the United States: “In this regard, we
are currently living in the Wild West, it is not
healthy, and I don’t believe it can continue.”
Jerry also gave a presentation at SPAR
International 2015 - Performance Evaluation of
3D Capture Systems, Driven by Project Demand.
In one respect, the problem that Jerry
identified lies in the packaging. Though
marketed alongside traditional survey tools,
laser scanners are not the same as a total
positioning station (TPS). They are designed
and built to document surfaces or a scene as
opposed to a specific point. This is often made
difficult in specification documents where laser
scanners are categorised in similar context to
TPS. In reality, laser scanners are range
cameras that collect information based on
known variables related to the camera model
in place. This is discussed in more detail in the
Journal of Archaeological Science article

Developing a low cost 3D imaging solution for
inscribed stone surface analysis.

Data flow
The relationship between application,
workflow and services and solutions used on a
day-by-day basis are fundamental to which
scanner you buy. Another thing to consider is
how you are entering into the market. If you
are new to laser scanning, customer support
will be as important as the price point of the
sensor being acquired. It can ultimately
determine whether bringing laser scanning
into your day-to-day business activities is a
success or failure. Peer-to-peer learning
through user communities already in place is
also an invaluable resource.

Industrial example
Industrial plant applications will be used to
present some variables to consider when
buying a laser scanner. They present
environments that contain multiple depths of
field in terms of object relationships and
varying surface reflectance. For example, black
piping or white piping will give different signal
returns for objects of the same shape and size.
In terms of deliverable, safety is usually
paramount to any activities taking place in
these engineering environments. Matthew
Craig, Business Development Manager for LFM
Software Ltd., conducted an interesting
comparative study of four different laser
scanners used in a plant environment in 2014.
Every pipe, fitting or bolt has a known and
measurable value as an asset. They translate
over into a laser-scanning workflow through
the time it takes to document a site, the
guaranteed accuracy and resolution at which
that scene can be documented and the range
at which data can be collected. The end
deliverable and data-processing workflow
should always be considered before work
takes place on site.

Data Cycle
In this instance, the data cycle is based around
CAD. Not just 2D CAD but potentially multidimensional CAD. This means that point-cloud
friendly packages like LFM and EdgeWise
would be well placed alongside standards like
AutoCAD Plant 3D and Bentley AutoPLANT. In
fact, LFM is a good gateway solution to
include in a workflow for anyone looking to
make the transition to point-cloud based
design in plant-driven industries in 2015.
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Above: Topics discussed in this article are expanded in two articles.
The first appeared in the Journal of Archaeological Science,
December 2014. The second in the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers publication Computer, February 2015.

‘‘

The need for
improved
specifications in
laser scanning
feeds into
broader trends
currently taking
shape in 3D
imaging
communities. . .

’’

Autodesk ReCap, CloudCompare and Leica
Geosystems Cyclone are also complementary
solutions in terms of point-cloud registration.
Multiple laser-scanning options could be
used on site in the context of industrial plant
applications as well. For example, there would
be advantages in combining systems at the
more affordable end of the spectrum, such as
the Topcon GLS 2000 and FARO Focus3D X
Series. This option relates to range and
combined quality of data captured - especially
when buying on a budget. There are also
advantages to using all-in-one options like
those offered by Leica Geosystems. Since they
were acquired by Hexagon in 2005, Leica’s
solutions have become integrated across the
company portfolio. This means information
from hybrid systems like the Leica Nova MS 50
TPS total station and scanners like the Leica
P40 are designed to work with as many
Hexagon products as possible.
There is also Zoller and Froehlich (Z+F).
They created the first all-in-one scanner via
the 5006 in 2006 (scanner, battery and
computer) while they incorporated full HDR
photography in their 5010C scanner in 2012.
Z+F offer manufacturer packaged thermal
imaging for terrestrial laser scanning point
cloud data via the T-CAM and low light
shooting capabilities for “overdrape”
photography through the SmartLight. Z+F also
announced Blue Workflow for better
registration via LaserControl Scout and the
5010 X at SPAR International 2015.
Austria based Reigl are another standard
bearer, especially in mobile, airborne and
longer range applications.

Market influence
Terrestrial laser scanners have been driven by
commercial development cycles since a market
was created around them in the late 1990s.
The need for better standards is a by-product
of these market building processes to an
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extent. Desires by the manufacturers need to
be separated out from the need for better
comparable standards between them. There is
a difference; and the long-term evolution of
associated markets depends on it. Included in
this is the need for greater interaction
between the service and solution developers
across the different brands.
The need for improved specifications in
laser scanning feeds into broader trends
currently taking shape in 3D imaging
communities as a whole. Laser scanning is not
an island in this instance - no one is to blame.
For example, in 2015 there remains a
difference between creating a 3D image and
documenting a scene based on known
variables. Structure from motion-based
packages, which are frequently referred to as
photogrammetry, offer a prime example of
terminological issues in other parts of the
geospatial sector. For a more detailed
discussion of this go to the IEEE Computer
article Creating Substance from a Cloud: LowCost Product Generation.

Summary
Where and how you enter the marketplace is
ultimately what should determine which laser
scanner to buy in 2015. Choices continue to
grow in the laser scanning space, with new
developers coming on the scene as each year
passes. Which scanner you acquire is much
more than just a technical question at this
time. It is, in some ways, a highly sociological
decision as well. For example, it never hurts to
reach out to your contact base to get advice.
Laser scanner users are a social group of
people, who 9 times out of 10 will go out of
their way to help you if they can.
The scanners mentioned in this article have
nothing to do with brand preference on the
author’s part. It is just how they fit into the
topic discussed. That said, the author does
agree with Jerry Dimsdale that better standards
for laser scanning do need to be in place. This
includes improvements and a clear direction for
file formats like E 57. After all, the main reason
MIDI is still the file standard in the music
industry is because manufacturers came
together to make sure it worked.
• For more information on which scanner to
buy turn to Engineering Surveying Showcase
2015 issue No 1 from PV Publications. If you
are an RICS member you are entitled to a free
copy. Just email your details together with your
RICS membership number to
admin@pvpubs.demon.co.uk. If you are already
a subscriber to GW you should have received a
copy. If not, please call +44(0)01438 352617. For
those who are not regular subscribers, we
would be delighted to offer you a free digital
subscription but that does not gain access to
our decade and more of back issue archives.
You need to subscribe. Go to: http://www.
pvpubs.com/GeomaticsWorld/Subscribe
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Forth Bridges 3D Documentation
by Mark Reid

The iconic railway
bridge and its
companion road
bridge have been
scanned as part of
a project to help
inspire the next
generation of
Scottish engineers.
Using a mobile
mapping system
engineering
technology
company Renishaw
captured data by
road and boat.

T

he Forth Bridge is an iconic engineering
landmark located nine miles west of
Edinburgh, in eastern Scotland. Opened
in 1890, this cantilevered railway bridge has
been nominated as Scotland’s sixth UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Until 1917, when
Canada’s Quebec Bridge was completed, the
Forth Bridge had the longest single cantilever
bridge span in the world. Together with the
Forth Road Bridge and the soon-to-becompleted Queensferry Crossing (which will
become the longest three-tower cable-stayed
bridge in the world), the crossings will
represent three centuries of Scottish
engineering, innovation and design.
Renishaw was invited by the Centre for
Digital Documentation and Visualisation LLP
(CDDV), a collaboration between Historic
Scotland and The Glasgow School of Art’s
Digital Design Studio to undertake the first
mobile laser scan of the two existing Forth
bridges as part of a pilot survey to prove the
concept and gain funding for full digital
documentation of the bridges. CDDV have
extensive experience of digitally documenting
large and complex heritage sites around the
world through their ‘Scottish Ten’ project
(www.scottishten.org), which has included
Mount Rushmore and Sydney Opera House.
Given the limited access and complex structure
of the bridges, CDDV quickly identified that
mobile mapping from a vessel would be the
most effective survey method in order to ensure
adequate coverage of the structures, and
turned to global engineering technologies
company Renishaw for a solution.

Scope of work
The Forth Bridge spans 2.5km over the Firth of
Forth from Edinburgh to Fife, has a height of

Left: Renishaw
used a mobile
mapping system
augmented
with a 360°
camera and
LiDAR to create
a 3D model of
the site.
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100m, and a clearance of 46m above water
level at high tide. It consists of two main
spans of 521.3m, two side spans of 207.3m,
and 15 approach spans of 51.2m.
When it opened in 1964, the 2.5km Forth
Road Bridge was the longest suspension bridge
of its kind outside the US, with a main span
stretching 1006 m between its two towers. The
bridge has a maximum height of 156m and a
water clearance of 44.3m.
As part of the pilot survey, Renishaw was
given one day to survey as much of the two
bridges as possible. This included vessel-based
scanning from the river, and road-based data
capture from the bridge, using a vehicle.
CDDV wanted to achieve the highest
resolution and accuracy possible to capture
the intricate details of the structures.

Data acquisition
For the survey, Renishaw selected a ruggedised
MX2 mobile mapping system. The MX2 can be
quickly mounted on a vehicle or vessel and
used to capture 3D LiDAR data of topography
and structures, plus high-resolution 360°
imagery. The system’s portable size and weight
means it can be quickly mobilised on a vessel
of opportunity within hours. This survey-grade
system has a laser accuracy of ±10 mm and a
maximum range of 250m. The scanning laser
module (SLM) in the system can capture up to
36,000 points per second and rotates at a
standard speed of 20Hz. Given the importance
of acquiring data within a select, limited
survey window, a single-head system was
chosen as it ensures long lateral range
capacity and ease of calibration.
The MX2 was accompanied by a G360 30
Mpx 360° camera to capture images triggered
at 4m chainage intervals. The acquired images
are synchronised at source with the raw point
cloud data using the Trimble Trident Capture
software. The mobile mapping system utilises a
high-precision, tightly coupled global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) and inertial navigation
system (INS) consisting of an Applanix AP20
inertial measurement unit (IMU) to compensate
for heading, pitch-and-roll of the vessel and
dual GNSS antennas. Accurate 3D positioning is
possible in real time using real-time kinematic
(RTK) differential GNSS corrections via the onboard ultra-high frequency (UHF) radio or
through post processing using Applanix POSPac
MMS software.
Alternatively, external positioning can be
used if available on the vessel. In this instance
the decision was made to post process the

3D Documentation
data as it was immediately apparent that
significant multipath would be encountered
from the steel structure. Also, the need to
pass under the structure multiple times would
introduce significant GNSS outages. In real
time, the trajectory will drift from its last GNSS
fix and snap back when good conditions are
regained. Post processing offers the ability to
process the trajectory both forwards and
backwards. When combined, the solution
offers a much more accurate smoothed path
throughout the outage.
For the survey, Renishaw mounted the MX2
on the front of a coastguard rescue boat and
conducted an initial system check and
calibration run. The bridges were then
surveyed in turn at a speed of between 5 and
10 knots consisting of multiple passes
alongside and beneath both bridges to ensure
full coverage and maximum resolution. A
ruggedised laptop was used to control the
system and store the acquired survey data. As
imagery was also required, the standard
Trimble Trident capture software was used.
However, the MX2 can also be operated with
industry-standard hydrographic survey
software such as QINSy and Hypack.
The survey was done at low tide to ensure
optimum visibility of the structure abutments
and adjacent coastline. This also had to
coincide with the selected ‘best’ GNSS
window. After completing the vessel-based
survey, the mobile mapping system was
transferred to the survey vehicle from which
the road bridge and surrounding river banks
were mapped. All survey data was referenced
to national grid coordinates such that the
multiple datasets could be overlaid on top of
each other. The complete Forth Bridge and
Forth Road Bridge – and the surrounding
topography – were fully surveyed from both
vessel and vehicle in less than one day.

Post processing
After completion of the survey, the final
smoothed best-estimate trajectories (SBET)
were calculated using Applanix POSPac MMS
software by combining the logged IMU inertial
data with the observed GNSS positional
information from the MX2 with a VRS CORS
station. The resulting trajectories were then
imported into the Trident Imaging Hub and
used to create the 3D point cloud and to georeference the acquired imagery. Basic quality
checks on accuracy and coverage, and data
cleaning to remove erroneous points were also
performed.
Due to the intricate nature of the structures
and the lack of ground control it was
important to improve the matching between
the multiple passes to reduce the level of
noise as much as possible. To do this Renishaw
used the Terramatch module of the Terrasolid
software suite to optimise the dataset.
As this was a pilot survey there was no
access to independent control points to verify

Above: The MX2 mapping system was mounted on a coastguard rescue
boat but multipath from the massive steel structure meant post processing.

the resulting accuracy. However, from analysis
of multiple passes, the absolute accuracy of the
resulting point cloud is expected to be within
±50 mm. If known ground control points were
available throughout the survey area, it would
have been possible to further improve the
overall absolute accuracy of the data.

Lessons learned
From undertaking the pilot survey and many
other hydrographic mobile-mapping projects,
there are several considerations to take into
account:
Desktop planning – One of the most critical
activities for any project is pre-survey planning.
This includes attaining any necessary permits
or access permissions, planning the best route
based on coverage requirements, potential
GNSS outages and naval charts, selecting ideal
timing with reference to tidal charts and GNSS
windows, safety considerations and
development of risk assessments.
Positioning – The Applanix IMU in the MX2 is
a land-based system and so does not have
heave compensation, which is important when
carrying out vessel surveys in choppy waters.
Also typical land-based reference stations may
not cover areas offshore, and RTK may be
difficult to establish. It is therefore often wise
to bypass the internal POS and use external
navigation data – if available – on a
hydrographic survey vessel as this is typically
more accurate.

‘‘

The complete
Forth Bridge and
Forth Road Bridge
– and the
surrounding
topography –
were fully
surveyed from
both vessel and
vehicle in less
than one day.

’’

Environment – The setting or subject to be
surveyed can have a big impact on how the
data is collected to provide optimum results.
When surveying close to a large structure like
the Forth Bridge you will encounter GNSS
outages and multipath that can seriously
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mobile with traditional survey.

Above: the intricate nature of the structures and the lack of ground control
meant it was important to improve the matching between the multiple
passes to reduce the level of noise.

jeopardise the accuracy of the resulting data.
It is therefore important to plan your survey
route to maximise open sky and observe good
static conditions before and after entering any
areas of poor GNSS. If poor coverage is
expected or observed it may be necessary to
consider control points at regular intervals to
improve or maintain overall accuracy. This also
offers a quality-assurance method comparing

HyDrone RCV
Come visit us at Geo Business 2015!
Booth J5

Access – Often for hydrographic applications
it is neither possible nor safe to survey in close
proximity to the subject, meaning laser range
is important. Correct selection of equipment
should be considered. The single-head MX2
system offers a longer lateral range as the
scanning head is mounted perpendicular to
the vessel. The dual-head system offers higher
resolution but as the lasers are mounted at 45
degrees the lateral range is reduced. The
colour, condition and material of the survey
subject may also affect the useable range of
the scanner and dictate how close the scanner
will need to be to achieve good results. Finally,
the further away you are, the lower the
resolution and accuracy of the point cloud,
and the less effective the camera will be.
Survey platform – One of the benefits of
the MX2 system is the speed of mobilisation
on a vessel of opportunity, however, there
are a number of factors to consider. The MX2
requires an 11-36V DC power supply (typical
car battery) and a second GPS antenna to be
positioned ideally a minimum of 2m in front
of the scanner to provide improved GAMS
(GPS Azimuth Measurement System) heading
orientation. Greater antenna separation will
improve accuracy but may not be practical. If
connecting just the laser to an existing
system the dual antennas are not required.
Finally, it is critical to ensure that the MX2 is
mounted such that the scanning laser head
and GNSS antennas have a clear,
unobstructed field of view.
Multibeam – As all of the Renishaw mobile
mapping systems can be operated using
industry-standard hydrographic survey
software, it is possible to use them in
conjunction with multi-beam echo sounders
(MBES) to simultaneously acquire data both
above and below the waterline. If the
intention is also to acquire MBES bathymetric
data it is preferential to use common
navigation information for both sensors. Also
if MBES is being captured simultaneously the
acquisition method and route may need to be
reconsidered in line with the specification and
resolution of the MBES survey.

Conclusion
Following the successful pilot survey, CDDV
has been awarded £300k of funding from the
Scottish government to digitally map and scan
the three major bridges across the Firth of
Forth in full detail. The digital content from
the project will be used to provide animations,
fly-throughs and educational materials that
will be shared across primary schools and used
to help inspire the next generation of Scottish
engineers. The full project will now commence
in 2015, carried out by CDDV with the help of
specialist teams where necessary.
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Onshore hydrography

Supersaturated brine
challenge for surveyors
Lake MacLeod salt mine – Western Australia

A 16 kilometre
channel filled with
fast-flowing
extremely saline
solution needed
surveying. The
answer for the
Aussie surveyors
was a novel system
that included a
SonarMite echo
sounder.

problems and metal part corrosion.
• Technical hydrographic constraints with
very high sound velocity settings and
shallow depths

Survey of the transport channel

L

ake Macleod, a mine operated by Rio
Tinto subsidiary Dampier Salt, is located in
Western Australia about 860km northwest
of Perth. The lake was previously an opencast
gypsum mine, which has been further
developed as a rich source of natural salt.
With an elevation 1m below sea level and
virtually no rainfall for four years, the
saturated brine contained in Lake MacLeod is
about ten times more saline than normal
seawater. The benefit of this supersaturated
solution is the elimination of the numerous
concentration ponds normally required to
evaporate the water to reach its salting point.
A collection ditch is cut into the halite (rock
salt) layer to recover the brine; the liquid is
pumped at an average rate of 55 cubic metres
per minute from the collection ditch into a 16
km transport channel that leads to a common
collection point, before being pumped into
the crystallizers and recovered.
Local survey firm Hille, Thompson & Delfos
were commissioned to prepare a general
profile survey of the channel, this job
presented the following obstacles:

• Stringent safety concerns working in
close proximity to a concentrated
chemical solution
• Mechanical limitations using a small
craft due to draft, motor cooling

Their solution was a manually towed ‘rubber
duck’ boat with Trimble RTK GPS providing
position fixes every three seconds and an
Ohmex SonarMite echo sounder generating
two depths per second. As the GPS antenna
was directly over the echo sounder there
were no complications due to heading and
offset correction calculations. The system was
very light so the speed had to be fairly slow
to prevent the boat lifting and causing
cavitation under the echo sounder’s
transducer. Following similar work in the
Dead Sea in Israel, the SonarMite echo
sounder has the ability to set its sound
velocity settings up to the unusually high
1800m/sec to allow for the high density in
saturated brine. The only parts in contact
with the liquid were the transducer, the
casing of which is predominantly plastic
sealed in epoxy resin thus avoiding the
aggressive corrosion associated with using
metal parts in concentrated brine.
Commenting on the data collected, Edrick
Delfos of surveyors Hille Thompson & Delfos
said, “we collected a massive amount of data
that has given us the confidence to prune out
the outliers in the plots that inevitably
appeared due to the shallowness of the
survey, thus giving us good smooth results”.
• For further information visit
www.ohmex.com or www.htds.com.au

Right: survey boat
equipped with
SonarMite echo
sounder and Trimble
RTK GPS.
Far right: The towed
rubber duck boat was
manually guided from
each side of the brine
filled channel.
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Camera settings

Optimising UAV image quality
using consumer cameras by Mark Reid
Surveys using UAVs
and photogrammetry
are becoming
ubiquitous. It is in
the community’s
best interests to
remember the
fundamentals of
image capture.
James O'Connor
and Mike J Smith
of the School of
Geography, Geology
and the
Environment,
Kingston University
review the main
considerations for
image capture when
undertaking an
aerial survey using
consumer grade
cameras and make
recommendations
for acquiring the
best imagery.

O

ne of the primary concerns is image
coverage and resolution.This is defined
by focal length; the distance between the
centre of a camera's lens and the imaging
sensor. Focal length selection is application
specific, with short focal lengths capturing a
wide field of view but introduce distortions at
the image edges. For aerial surveys we
recommend beginning by considering the size
of the smallest features required to be resolved.
The ground sample distance (GSD) - the size of
each pixel which makes up the image in object
space - should ideally be several times smaller
than these features, particularly if they are being
used as targets for ground control points. For
metric applications we recommend using
rectilinear and prime lenses wherever possible as
they show less lens distortion and are easier to
model in downstream applications than zoom
lens contemporaries.
One aspect that impacts upon the field of
view is sensor size. Sensor sizes are largely
standardized in the commercial realm, and are
generally described as having a “crop factor”
proportional to a 35mm (full-frame) sensor
(Figure 1). This crop factor can be used to
calculate the effective focal lengths and
apertures between cameras of different sensor
sizes - the smaller the sensor, the narrower the
field of view for the same focal length lens; this
is a major consideration when purchasing
equipment used for aerial surveying. Full-frame
cameras may seem like the best choice but their
weight is often restrictive when considering use
on aerial platforms. We recommend at most a
2× crop factor for geodetic applications, as any
smaller a sensor restricts freedom within the
other parameter settings.

Exposure triangle

achieved through aperture and shutter speed.
The aperture of a camera is a diaphragm within
the lens with a variable diameter. In addition to
varying the amount of light, it also controls the
depth of field (DoF) of an acquired image.
Diaphragm diameter is measured in ‘f-stops’,
which is a fraction representing the diameter of
the opening to the focal length of the system.
Medium sized apertures (we recommend an
effective aperture of f8, where the diameter of
the aperture is 1/8th the size of the focal
length) are used to balance diffraction effects
whilst capturing a wide depth of field.
Shutter speed controls the amount of time
the shutter is open during an exposure.
Increasing shutter speed increases the amount
of light incident upon the sensor; however this
needs to be balanced against the potential
impacts of overexposure or motion blur from
the UAV. In the context of aerial surveying
avoiding motion blur is critical, and thus we
recommend a fast shutter speed (<1/500s) in
order to avoid blurred imagery.
The final part of the “exposure triangle”
(Figure 2) is ISO - a metric for measuring the
gain of the sensor. Increasing ISO boosts the
signal incident on the sensor, which increases
both “wanted” signal and “unwanted” noise.
For aerial surveys shutter speed is critical for
sharp imagery, followed by maintaining a wide
depth of field (so features are in focus). As a
result it may be necessary to increase ISO in
order to produce a well exposed image. This is
often dependant on weather conditions due to
differences in the amount of light penetrating
the atmosphere to the ground. We recommend
setting the camera to AutoISO, where the
camera will prioritise shutter speed and
aperture settings, increasing ISO to maintain
them. Noise is preferable to blur!

In (Figure 2), the camera needs to control the
amount of light incident upon the sensor; this is

Flight strategy

Left: Figure 1:
Common camera
sensor crop-factors
In order to correctly
expose an image.
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In terms of the aerial survey itself, flight height
also controls the spatial resolution of acquired
imagery. For use of UAVs in UK civilian
applications, the Civil Aviation Authority flight
ceiling is 400ft. Increasing flight height
increases field of view but reduces spatial
resolution and so must be considered when
defining the smallest feature to be resolved in
an image sequence. It is often desirable to have
a wide field of view to minimise the number of
photos and this requires a shorter focal length
lens, ideally on a full-frame camera.
Flight velocity influences the degree of
motion blur within an exposure, often
determined by the platform chosen on which to

Camera settings
mount a camera. Velocity may change given
varying weather conditions, and thus it is one
of the more difficult factors to control when
conducting aerial surveys. We recommend a
rule-of-thumb of forward motion no more than
half of the GSD during exposure to ensure
sharp imagery. For example, at a nominal flight
height of 100m with a 50mm lens on a APS-C
cropped sensor at 12 Megapixels
(GSD=11.17mm), a flight velocity of no more
than 5.5m/s would be recommended with the
shutter speed set to 1/1000s.

Right: Figure 2: Exposure
triangle of aperture, shutter
speed and ISO to produce a
“well exposed” image.

Conclusions
While the perfect recipe for an aerial survey is
highly dependent on the nature of the area
being imaged, some easy to follow guidelines
presented here will enable users to maximise
the quality of the imagery they collect. Table 1
summarises the effects that each of the
parameters outlined above has on the resulting
image. Finally we would always recommend
collecting imagery using the RAW imagery
format where available as this maximises any
image enhancements in post-processing.
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Table 1:
Impact of
exposure
parameters
on the
collection of
aerial
imagery.
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RICS BIM 2015 – ‘still work to do’
It seems that our
QS colleagues are
waking up to the
potential that BIM
has to offer, as
Professor Ian
Dowman
discovered at the
RICS’s 2015 BIM
Conference. But
data validation and
standardization are
key areas for
development.

T

he theme of this year’s RICS BIM
Conference was ‘Delivering efficiencies
and cost savings throughout the project’s
lifecycle’. There was a very strong emphasis on
quantity surveying (QS). At the 2014 RICS BIM
Conference there was an interest in data
collection with a forward look to the use of
BIM models for QS, facilities management
(FM) and integration of design, build and
management. It was clear from the 2015
conference that QS’s are becoming engaged in
using BIM, although it was noted that there is
slow development, and practitioners are not
yet working fully in 3D.
Key issues which came out in the
conference were validation, handing large
amounts of data, standardisation, visualisation
and collaboration. There was also an emphasis
on using the design model for quantities and
although facilities management was discussed
it seemed less of an issue than twelve months
ago. Your reporter was left looking for
nuggets of interest for the geomatics
professional and these come in the area of the
need for data quality, visualisation,
infrastructure projects and update.

Data ‘obesity’ can be a problem

‘‘

. . . breakdown of
individual items
showed a range
±50%. This was put
down to a number
of reasons,
including errors in
the model, which
emphasized the
need to use
professionals who
understand the
terminology,
problems caused by
lack of
standardisation and
the essential need
for checking.

’’
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The opening keynote was given by Terry
Stocks, deputy head of the estates
department, Ministry of Justice, on ‘Delivery of
Level 2 BIM: Where are we now?’ His message
was that there is still work to do, but there is
good momentum behind BIM; the benefits are
clear and the UK is a leading player.
Government departments are moving towards
80% use of BIM by 2016 and there are proven
savings in cost by using BIM of 20%. Stocks
introduced the term ‘data obesity’ and
stressed that users need to know in advance
what data they want, in order not to collect
too much. He noted that data is being
provided to FM, but work is needed on the
data exchange between the construction and
operation stages which involves
standardisation.
Trevor Woods from the DPW Group made
the point that BIM models are used for a
range of applications. He also noted that
there is not enough collaboration between
users and software designers. But his most
important point was on the importance of
validation. Although software will import
quantities in 10 seconds, validation of this
information takes four hours. This point was
also emphasisied by Gary Ross from Excitech
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who presented ‘Strategic business planning
and the business case for BIM’. He stated
that a big issue is the quality of models and
data for handover (construction to FM) and
that validation is very important. Several
speakers discussed the Common Data
Environment (CDE), linking project data and
task data, and maybe there is a role for
geomatics in data handling. Ross also
mentioned resurvey, but although facility
managers cannot always rely on design data,
if the design model is good and generated
with FM in mind, then as-built survey should
not be necessary. This emphasizes the need
for geomatics companies to be involved at all
stages of a project to ensure that the survey
data is of high quality and suitable for all
stages of the work, and to advise when
resurvey is necessary.
As-built survey was also discussed in a
panel discussion and Alex Bywaters from the
Highway Agency and Will Hackney from
Transport for London & London Underground
both stressed the importance of as-built
survey, especially in FM. A delegate from HS2
suggested that it would be useful to resurvey
stations at regular intervals during
construction for monitoring and costing
purposes.

Checking is essential
James Fiske, director of product delivery and
operations, Information Product Group, RICS
BIM presented results from the Vendor
Showcase Part 2. The results from part 1 had
revealed an overall range of 3474m2 – 4781
m2 in the floor area of the RICS building
measured from the BIM model compared to
4736 m2 from the measured quantity, a
breakdown of individual items showed a
range ±50%. This was put down to a
number of reasons, including errors in the
model, which emphasized the need to use
professionals who understand the
terminology, problems caused by lack of
standardisation and the essential need for
checking. Part 2 of the showcase, using only
one floor of the building, showed less error:
221 m2 measured compared to range of 200
m2 - 221 m2 from the model.
The topic of visualisation came up at
several points in the conference and speakers
emphasized that this is very important in
complex constructions, for example stations
for Crossrail, where access to plant is crucial,
and in the design of a new prison. 3D
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visualization helps to understand what is
needed and what data is required. One of the
breakout sessions in the afternoon was about
BIM evolution. A presentation from nomitech
discussed ‘The use of immersive visualisations
and virtual reality’ showing how gaming
technology could be used to visualise BIM
models for the QS and used the Riyadh Metro
project as an example. It was demonstrated
that visualisation encourages collaboration
between professionals, particularly in showing
changes so that QS’s, architects and engineers
can assess the impact of change. 4D
simulation aids construction and individual
elements such as material type, progress etc.
can be linked to the 3D model.

Deconstructing BIM
A more relevant presentation for geomatics
came from Steve Jones of the Severn
Partnership, who showed how Seeable, also
based on gaming software, could be used
for many useful applications on a tablet, by
reducing ‘big data’ point clouds. The BIM
model is deconstructed, but not destroyed,
for reuse, only leaving what is needed. This
was referred to as bespoke visualisation. A
major application was visualising assets for
FM in which the point cloud is integrated
with panoramic images and assets are
tagged and details accessed by pointing on
the visualised data. Other applications
include health and safety. During the
discussion Jones also showed that hidden
assets could be identified using visible
features such as vents, combined with
thermal imagery. Environmental sensors such
as pollution monitors can also be integrated
into the dataset to control lighting and
heating, for example.
There was a small exhibition, mainly from
QS software companies but also including

Above: Deconstructing the BIM model. The Severn Partnership has been
using gaming-based software Seeable on a tablet to reduce the size of big
point clouds.

laser scanner manufacturers Leica Geosystems
and Faro.
The use of laser scanning and
photogrammetry has already been established
as an essential tool for BIM and has been
proven in refurbishment and infrastructure
projects. It is clearly in the interests of
geomatics professionals to be involved in the
whole life cycle of a building or infrastructure
project and to ensure that the model is of
good quality, is updated as necessary, even to
the level of as-built survey, and that standards
are maintained. The Severn Partnership has
demonstrated that geomatics companies can
provide added value to the BIM model
through innovative use of the model and
development of new software.

The 50-year history of

Wild & Leica Geosystems in the UK
Written by the editor of Geomatics World, Stephen Booth, this book is a history of a
UK company that established its reputation through supplying accurate and reliable
surveying and mapping products. An introduction traces the origins of the companies
that became Leica Geosystems, together with short articles with simple explanations
to Leica’s technologies. The narrative is set against the changing infrastructure and
times of Britain. Containing over 350 photographs, when it has to be right tells the history of the company,
its products, applications and the people who’ve played key roles in its success.
We have only limited numbers of copies. The book is available either in hardback (£39.95) or soft cover (£24.95); please add
£3 for postage & packing.

• Call +44 (0)1438 352617 to reserve your copy.
Payment by credit card or cheque to:
PV Publications Ltd, 2B North Road, Stevenage, Herts SG1 4AT UK tel: 01438 352617 email: jason@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
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GEO Business
– careful planning required
If you were
inspired by last
year’s show, the
signs are that this
year’s will be even
better, says our
technical editor
Richard Groom.
There are more
exhibitors, more
workshops and a
packed conference
schedule. The
problem will not be
how to keep
yourself occupied,
but deciding
between competing
attractions.

‘‘

. . . I will make a
point of dropping
in on the
company that
quotes “reindeer
husbandry” as
one of its
applications!

’’
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T

he exhibition is a chance for suppliers to
catch up with their customers and whilst
in the past there have been absentees,
this year everyone will be there. GeoBusiness
has reached a critical mass that ensures that
no-one wants to be left out. The two hundred
exhibitors cover all aspects of the business
from education, training and the professional
bodies, through field and office hardware and
on to software. Even some survey companies
have taken stands, which suggests that they
anticipate the event will reach beyond the
survey world and attract potential clients in
engineering and architecture. There are many
stands to visit, covering all aspects of data
collection, processing and presentation, but I
will make a point of dropping in on the
company that quotes “reindeer husbandry” as
one of its applications!

Workshops
There are seven streams of free commercial
workshops over both days. Each workshop has
a half-hour slot and covers every conceivable
topic. If that is not enough, you can book a
trip in one (or more) of the mobile mapping
vehicles that will be attending.
That should be plenty to keep everyone
occupied, but there is also a conference with
two streams over the two days. There will be
keynote address from Andrew McNaughton,
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technical director of HS2 on the first day and
Stephen Hamil, director of design and
innovation at NBS UK on the second.

BIM, UAV’s and three words?
BIM is an inevitable topic for two sessions and
also pops up in others with two or three
papers on conversion of point clouds into
vector data and another on the use of multispectral laser scanning for classifying
construction materials, which could be an
interesting development. There is a session
devoted to UAV’s, which includes a
presentation on aerial laser scanning, and
there is another paper in the legal session on
use of SUAs in congested areas. All modern
technology, including aerial photography from
UAVs, produces tons of data and so Big Data
appears as the subject of several papers.
Finally if, like me, you wonder why
‘WhatThreeWords”, Steven Ramage will be
enlightening us.
The GeoBusiness exhibition and commercial
workshops are free to attend. The conference
attracts a fee for one or two day attendance
and counts towards CPD.
In truth there is too much to take in. The
lone delegate will have to pick and choose but
for those in a group it makes sense to plan
your GeoBusiness to cover as much as possible
and catch up later.
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UA’s: Swiss and British innovators get together
In March, the Swiss
Embassy in London
hosted a gathering
of over fifty
entrepreneurs for
an event sponsored
by the Swiss
Business Hub UK
entitled “UAV /
drones and data
safety: potential for
collaborations
between Swiss and
UK organisations”.
Richard Groom
was there.

T

his event was to promote partnership
between innovators. The joys of living and
working in Switzerland did not go
unmentioned during the evening, which began
with a series of (precisely-timed) ten-minute
talks followed by Swiss wine-assisted
networking. The speakers were Neil Hunter and
Oliver Guggenheim from UMS Aero Group,
Simon Johnson from Drone Apps, Mirko Kovac
from Imperial College London and Paul Trinkler
from ID Quantique – a company specialising in
security of data communications and storage.

Let’s use the ‘D’ word!
Industry wisdom is to avoid the ‘D’ word, due to
its negative connotations, but there was a view
amongst the panel of speakers that it’s out there,
the newspapers use it and so now we have to
make the best of it. There were two surprising
statistics: firstly, that over two million UAs have
already been sold worldwide and secondly that
the market value over the next twenty years is
expected to be a massive €89 billion.
The use of UAs for mapping and remote
sensing and for inspection are well known to
surveyors, but their use for delivering parcels
seems to have caught the public imagination. As
yet no-one seems to have considered how parcels
can be delivered securely – dropping them in the
garden might not be a brilliant idea – and there
seem to be many hurdles to this development.
But if this application is being considered
seriously, there will be a need for thorough
surface modelling as well as sense-and-avoid
technology to prevent collisions. An interesting
‘take’ on this idea is a drone delivery service for
Africa, on the basis that delivery by drone would
be less expensive than building roads.

Tackling the drawbacks
A significant effort is going into mitigation of
the drawbacks associated with UAs – namely
collisions and the reliability of communications

Left: Flyability won the
Drones for Good award
with a $1m reward.

with the ‘pilot’. In this area, two innovations
were mentioned: a UA designed to be collision
tolerant, developed by Flyability and a tethered
drone with power and communications
provided through the tether.
The event coincided with the
circumnavigation of the globe by a manned
aircraft powered only using solar energy. Already
there is talk of a drone accomplishing the same
feat and a trans-atlantic drone crossing is
planned for summer 2015. There is plenty of
overlap between the robotics being developed
for driverless cars and for UAs, including
communication between UAs, which has led to
an entertainment show of flying drone lanterns:
http://thecreatorsproject.vice.com/blog/watchdrones-dance-in-cirque-du-soleils-quadcopterperformance-film .
Other applications mentioned included the
use of robots working across the air, land and
water interfaces. After all, drones are just aerial
robots. It included their use to collect water
samples (robotic gannets) and damage
detection & repair aided by 3D printing.

What about regulation?
Marcus Farner from the Swiss Federal Office of
Civil Aviation RPAS [UA] working group reflected
on the role of regulation and quoted EU guidance
that a legal framework is needed to “gradually
allow operations, starting from simple operations
and growing in operational complexity”, to
enable businesses to gain practical expertise. The
regulatory rules should be “proportionate to the
potential risk”. Farner recognises the balancing
act between market growth and safety.
Interestingly, whilst in the UK 7kg is the lowest
threshold in the regulations, in Switzerland it is
30kg, but in other respects the rules are similar.
For the authorities, adapting the regulations for
drones means moving outside the regulators’
comfort zone from an atomistic culture to an
holistic one, where the core requirements are a
total hazard and risk assessment, mitigation of
technical shortcomings through operational
limitations and allowance of operations where
normal airworthiness certification is impractical. In
other words, regulation is moving away from
blanket rule-making to analysing the risk in every
situation. If that approach were adopted in the
rest of the health & safety world, would we see
the end of the hard-hat rule on sites where the
only thing likely to fall on your head is bird
droppings?
• For information on the Swiss Business Hub UK,
contact Marieke Hood, Director Investment
Promotion: marieke.hood@eda.admin.ch
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Mapping and UAV’s

Surveying Indonesia’s myriad islandsark Reid
With nearly 13,500
named islands,
Indonesia is very
much an
archipelagic
country. The
challenge is
surveying and
mapping many of
them. For Dr Catur
Aries Rokmana,
Gadjah Mada
University the ideal
platform is a UAV.

n total, Indonesia has 13,466 named islands.
For an archipelagic country it is very
important to document them because many
of the baseline points which define maritime
boundaries are located in the outermost
islands. This article gives some practical
experience of utilising aerial photography,
taken using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV),
for photogrammetic surveying of the
outermost small islands of Indonesia.

I

technique due to its low cost and effectivness
for surveying areas of less than 1000 ha.
To complete the task for each island, the
portable UAV-based mapping system was
carried by small boat from the nearest
populated island. The maximum distance was
less than 40km, or a maximum of two hours
travel time by boat. To achieve this in one day,
the UAV-based mapping system had the
characteristics listed in Table 1.

Logistical difficulties

Planning and logistics

There are unfortunately some challenges in
surveying the islands. Some have an area of less
than 500 hectares and are formed of rock and
cliff coral morphology. Some are located more
than 100km from the nearest airfield or are
near the ocean with no regular transportation
facilities. Some islands are now uninhabited, so
it is difficult to stay there and the largest vessels
available for transportation are 12-man boats.
This means that the surveying method must
be portable enough to carry on a boat and
that data acquisition must be fast enough to
complete one island in a day. The method also
has to be:
• suitable for operation by local staff,
• produce results of appropriate geometric
accuracy and
• be cost effective.

The whole system can be carried by a few
people in backpacks or by hand. To make the
system as portable as possible a batterypowered remote-controlled plane was used.
The ground station was run from a laptop
powered by a small generator. A point-andshoot digital camera with GPS photo tag
capability was chosen as the optical sensor,
which was modified with an external-extended
Li-Ion battery to provide power for up to eight
hours operation. The airframe was designed
for take-off and landing in a limited area and
was light weight (less than 3kg).
Flying by autopilot parallel to the wind
direction results in a straighter path than using
a cross wind flight direction. The wind speed
over small islands can be more than 40km/h
making it difficult for light-weight aerial
platforms to handle the straight line flight.
The flights were planned with large overlap
(85%)and sidelap (25%) to ensure that there
was no missing stereo coverage and
furthermore, that all parts of the islands were
covered by at least four images.

UAV solution
One of the best innovative surveying
techniques available makes use of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based photogrammetry.
Many researchers have been using this

Left: Figure 1: Batek Island – one
of the islands surveyed.
Below: Figure 2: Map of eastern
Indonesia, showing the islands
that were surveyed
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Airborne Platform

- Type: High-wing semi glider with autonomous flight
• Endurance: < 25 minute or 20km flight line
• Range remote control telemetry: < 10km
- Portable backpack < 3kg with wing span 1.9m
- Take-off (hand launch)
- Landing: net landing or parachute
- Power: Motor electric brushless
- Flying height: 200m - 450m above ground level

Avionic System

- Autopilot: Atmel 2560, 8-bit (open source: Ardupilot
Controller)
- Remote control min. 7 CH
- RF modem for data telemetry (900MHz 1Watt) < 10km
- GPS logger frequency: 5Hz

Camera Sensor

- Point and shoot digital camera 12-14 MPx,
field of view > 65deg
- External extended battery for 8 hour operation
- Foam based mounting and anti-vibration system

Portable Ground Control
Station (Laptop and
Booster Antenna)

- Open source mission planner for: Flight planning and
real-time telemetry command
- Antenna > 8 dBi
- Universal extended battery for netbook and RF receiver

Post Processing for
Orthophoto and DSM
Point Cloud

Automatic bundle adjustment with self-calibration (inflight calibration), based on Structure from Motion
Algorithm and SIFT Invariant Image Matching

Editing Cartography

Saga-GIS for DSM to DTM filtering based on slope-based
criteriaQuantum-GIS for interpretation based on digital
on-screen digitisation

Above: High-wing semi glider with autonomous flight.

Above: net landing or by parachute.

Above: Table 1: UAV-Based Aerial Mapping system specification.

The UAV was hand-launched to fly for 20
minutes at altitude following the flight plan and
covered up to 300ha in each flight, returning
home autonomously. The ground control was
surveyed at the same time as the flying.

Data processing
The images and in-flight orientation data was
downloaded and the imagery processed by
digital photogrammetry to produce an
orthophoto mosaic and a digital surface model
(DSM) a few hours after the downloading.
Both of these datasets were the basic products
for later visual interpretation for thematic or
geo-information extraction.
The problem with point-and-shoot cameras
is that their lenses are not calibrated and, if
fitted with a zoom function, focal length can
easily be varied accidentally. The best way to
improve the camera geometry is to run the
photogrammetric bundle adjustment with a
self-calibrating camera or ’in-flight’ calibration.
This can improve the precision to sub-pixel
after adjustment. The computer used to
process the Indonesian islands project was a
Pentium core i7 with 20Gb RAM. This can
handle up to 1,000 photo frames to produce
an orthophoto mosaic and DSM with a
processing time of less than ten hours. There
is some noise in the production of the DSM in
homogenous areas such as water/sea and
sandy beaches.
Another difficulty is the filtering of the DSM
to produce a DTM (digital terrain model) which

can be varied dependently upon the landscape
characteristics. Whilst the DSM elevation was
generally accurate to 3 to 5 times ground
sampled distance (GSD), the derived DTM was
accurate to around 8 times GSD.
The orthophoto image and filtered DSM
information were used to produce vector and
contour mapping. This technique can produce
an accuracy of better than two times GSD for
horizontal position and four times GSD for
elevation of DSM information. Aerial
photography with 15cm GSD is suitable for
mapping at 1:2500 scale and is of high
enough resolution to identify natural resources
and to assess the environment. Near the
beach, in clear water it is possible to see
underwater objects, which present another
potential application for UAV aerial
photogrammetry.
• This is an updated version of a paper
presented at FIG Congress 2014 at Kuala
Lumpur.

‘‘

The best way to
improve the
camera geometry
is to run the
photogrammetric
bundle
adjustment with
a self-calibrating
camera or ’inflight’ calibration.

’’

About the author
Dr Catur Aries Rokmana is a lecturer at the
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University, Indonesia. Since 2007 he has run
research and testing into many UAV-based
aerial mapping projects. His research interests
relate to optical metrology, autonomous
sensor mapping platforms and low-cost
mapping solutions. Email: caris@ugm.ac.id
website: http://www.potretudara.com
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Legal Notes

All at sea for a BOAT at the wrong scale
By Carl Calvert

It’s all a matter of
understanding what
we mean by scale,
explains Carl
Calvert, as he
reviews the
Supreme Court’s
majority decision in
a case that will
baffle most
surveyors who know
exactly what maps
drawn to a scale are
all about.

‘‘

. . . the accuracy
of the map may
be anything but
the accuracy
expected of a
1:25000 by a
professional
surveyor. . .

’’
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t last, is this the end of road for a Byway
Open to All Traffic (BOAT)? In an earlier
edition of GW (July/August 2013) I wrote
about a Court of Appeal judgement R v Dorset
County Council & Ors v Trail Riders Fellowship
EWHC 2634 (Admin) [2012]. Then the judge,
Supperstone J decided that Dorset County Council
were correct in that a 1:25000 scale map derived
by enlarging a raster 1:50000 was not a 1:25000
scale map as envisaged in The Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981. This decision was
overturned by the Court of Appeal (R v Dorset
County Council & Ors [2013] EWCA Civ 553). Now
(18 March 2015) the Supreme Court [2015] UKSC
18 has upheld the decision of the Court of Appeal.
Why?
To many of us a 1:50000 scale map is a
different creature in both creation and portrayal
from a 1:25000 scale map.

Two issues at stake
There were two issues to decide and the second
issue only arises if the Dorset County Council’s
appeal on the first issue fails. The first issue is
whether, for the purpose of paragraph 1 of
Schedule 14 to the 1981 Act as applied to other
legislation, “. . . a map which accompanies an
application made under section 53(5) of the
1981 Act is drawn to the prescribed scale only if
it is derived from a map originally so drawn
without being enlarged or reduced in any way. . .”
(per Lord Clarke).
Without reiterating the complete methods of
deriving the OS 1:25000 scale map from
1:10000 it must be realised that the 1:50000 is a
completely different animal. Its creation process,
content and accuracy are very different from that
of the 1:25000.
To those who obtain proprietary software that
can enlarge raster 1:50000 for marginal cost, the
invitation to create a 1:25000 copy means there
is no incentive for Ordnance Survey to create
mapping at 1:25000 as vector or even raster
based data.

A definitive map shall be on a scale of not less
than 1:25000 but where the surveying authority
[Dorset County Council] wishes to show on a
larger scale any particulars required to be shown
on the map in addition, an inset map may be
used for that purpose.
Lord Clarke construed the word “drawn” as
not meaning constructed in a particular way but
“being” at a particular scale. He regarded the
use of OS mapping as a red herring, putting him
at odds with the Lords Neuberger and Sumption.
The Court held by three to two that the
appeal by Dorset County Council had failed.
Lord Carnwarth, in agreeing with Lord Toulson
and Lord Clarke, considered that neither the
Act nor the Regulations explicitly stated that
an Ordnance Survey 1:25000 was obligatory.
This is a matter for the Parliamentary
Draftsmen who crafted the Act. In one view it
could be so obvious that an OS map needed to
be used that the Act had no need to specify it.
Lord Neuberger, President of the Supreme
Court, in a dissenting judgment, held that it
would be eccentric for someone to produce a
map other than a 1:25000 scale map, which
was readily available from OS. He also declared
that “drawn” had to be given a meaning
appropriate to modern technology and
practice.
So, after the initial case in 2013, it has taken
two years for the law to decide that a 1:25000
scale map, is one where the scale is 1:25000 but
the accuracy of the map may be anything but
the accuracy expected of a 1:25000 by a
professional surveyor.

What can we do?
Is there anything we can do? Yes, if a Bill is
before Parliament and it relies, for its efficacy in
some way on mapping then the RICS should
consider how this will be interpreted. The Expert
Witness work by OS and others is to no avail as
OS are not specified in either the Act or
Regulation.

So what can we draw?
But the law is explicit. The Wildlife and
Countryside (Definitive Maps and Statements)
Regulations 1993 (“the 1993 Regulations”)
provides that:
2. Scale of Definitive Maps
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GW would like to hear from readers of
examples where scale is clearly not understood
by our fellow professionals (whether legal,
architectural or engineering). Write to the Editor
via editor@pvpubs.com

TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

Making a move
– it’s not what you do. . .
Following his article in the last GW, Martin Hedley gives some
hints on how to market transferable skills for new endeavours.

I
‘‘

. . . senior
management
skills draw a lot
from what we
know as base
skills.

’’

f you are thinking of making a move, you will
have to identify opportunities and then
compare the required skills with the ones you
already have, but that you may not usually
focus on.
When you look at job vacancy notices you will
see a list of must-have skills, usually before the
actual job description. This is the key data. If you
look at what is being asked, you will see how
your base skills – not what you do – underlie the
requirements. If the skills we use in surveying
map to most of the skills in the job vacancy you
have a strong start. What remains is to explain
how your past roles link to the new.
An easy transition is into a role that may not
require surveying but is involved with surveyors.
Examples of this would be construction
management, procurement, mapmaking for
marketing, major project support such as the
development of Olympic park or Crossrail, or
teaching our techniques. A hiring manager
would be looking at the skills used to deliver
their desired result and it would not be too
hard to explain how our skills meet the
requirement.

. . . it’s how you do it

About the author
Martin Hedley CQA, is a global
business executive who has
specialised in the generation and
implementation of fundamental
change initiatives. He has been
fortunate enough to work for
both major global corporations
and equity-backed early stage
growth companies. His assertion
is that the ideal conditions that
allow a company to start in
someone’s garage, or that nurture
innovation in a major organisation
are fundamentally the same – one
is just harder to see.

Slightly more difficult, but quite straightforward
is a move into a specialist role such as customer
service, strategy deployment, project
management, performance management or
compliance. In these situations it is best to
consider how the work is to be done. For
example, excellent customer service is created
by solid, repeatable and robust processes with
people well trained to use them and who use
their head in an unusual situation to satisfy or
delight a customer.
Can you see the link? Survey is a rigorous
process, but once in a while you have to bend
the rules to achieve a result. It is the same
fundamental skillset in use. Would it help to
learn about customer service techniques as well
for this role? Certainly I would recommend that.
I would talk to customer service professionals,
read books and articles but always seek to
identify the core skills behind the work, and
relate your past experience to the role.

Don’t underestimate the base skills
One of the hardest translations to see, but not

to do, is the move to senior management. For
the reasons discussed earlier, senior
management skills draw a lot from what we
know as base skills. Consider the roles of chief
operating officer, or the heads of operations,
customer services, projects or compliance.
Can you see where our skills fit in? It is our
ability to understand the whole, break it into
logical parts and the use of the remaining skills
that makes us good in these roles. Again, it is
essential to read up and understand the
industry or function you are trying to get into,
but it is not as hard as you might at first think.
Let’s say you see a role you would like to
apply for. You would like to market yourself to
the hiring manager or recruiter. In some cases,
it’s easier through a recruiter because they are
more adept at presenting people cleverly when
they feel there is a good skills match for the
role. Recruiters tend to look more at matches of
skills whereas hiring managers tend to bias
towards people who have done the job before.
If your CV focuses on the skills you have
demonstrated and results you have achieved
then you are immediately of interest to them.
They already see you as a possibility and this
downplays the actual past experience that you
find on a typical chronological CV. You must
put down the chronological work, but not lead
with it. If nothing else, this gets you past the
first gate. Now you have to convince people
you want that job with plausible reasons why
and how you would do it. In summary your CV
must say ‘person who can do the job’ and not
‘surveyor’ as people read it.

Believe
You will be able to find recruiters who disagree
with this approach, just as you will find surveyors
who cannot see how their skills translate. If you
can’t see how the translation works, you will
almost certainly not convince anybody else and
will not get a role outside surveying. It takes a
certain amount of confidence and commitment
that cannot be conveyed through a CV. But it
can, and has been done.
In closing, use social media such as LinkedIn
and don’t forget the good old telephone
method to reach out for assistance. It is usually
willingly given and insights from others
experiences can be invaluable in your search.
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Downunder currents

Plea to restore Pompeii’s survey shop

G
Touring again and a
“Pick a Dope
Quest” meanwhile
things were looking
up for Roman
surveyor Verus and
his Pompeii
workshop until 24
August 79 AD. . .

etting away for a four-day Topp Tour to
Forster on the NSW north coast was
great: visiting a Honeycomb Farm with
really small native Australian bees (which are very
cute and don’t sting!), Nabiac Motorcycle
Museum, very friendly country towns with
brilliant craft and a dolphin plenty Wallis Lake
cruise. Other short trips took us on the “Bigfoot”
up Mount Coolangatta and heritage train rides
to the historic towns of Maitland and Oberon
which held a massive Steamfest, featuring many
attractions. These were much more pleasant
interludes than the latest NSW State election
which I call the “Pick a Dope Quest”, which was
more like a battle of the heritage vandals and
deadbeat contest. They killed a few more forests
to produce the ballot sheet for the Upper House
which offered some classic choices like the
Recreation Party and No More Parking Meters
Party, both of which got my nod of approval.

addendum of a survey which I had carried out on
one of the lots in Deposited Plan No. 1, done in
1863 by Ferdinand Hamilton Reuss as well as the
world premiere of “Surveyor of Pompeii – Verus –
and His Workshop on Via Dell’Abbondanza 79
AD”. I show exciting recreations of the street
façade along which the surveyor’s premises are
situated. Incredible news of the recent restoration
of the abutting residence called The House of the
Crypto Porticus spurs my enthusiasm to seek a
similar recreation of the surveyor’s house and
office, just as it was on that fateful day of 24
August 79 AD when Mount Vesuvius encrusted
the Roman town of Pompeii. It’s rediscovery nearly
2000 years later brings enjoyment and edification
for archaeologists and historians who have been
fortunate enough to work on this iconic site. I also
screened my mini DVD of A Country Practice, The
Smurfs, The Color Purple and Get Smart, which
each highlight “surveyors” in action to the delight
of the crowd.

Penrith History Conference
• John Brock is a Registered
Surveyor in Australia and is a
stalwart of FIG and its Permanent
Institution for the Art and History
of Surveying.

In the 200th year since its original naming,
Penrith City Library staged its annual conference
to celebrate the history of the area with the
focus on World War One for the Centenary of
our ANZACs landing at Gallipoli on 25th April
1915. Even though some pompous English
general sent our troops to the wrong beach at
that campaign our soldiers distinguished
themselves with valour and camaraderie which
has become legendary in our country’s brief
European history. The founder of modern Turkey,
Mustafa Kemal aka Attaturk (translated as King
of the Turks) made an emotional speech after
this event in which he adopted the Aussie and
NZ troops as his own when remarking on the
bravery of all the young men who lost their lives.

First Fleet Surveyor
At the invitation of the Gordon Chapter of the
Fellowship of First Fleeters I gave them a new
presentation on surveyor William Dawes detailing
his contributions to surveying during the first four
years of settlement together with his astronomical
and weather observations, which he made from
the first observatory built by him on what was
named by him Maskelyne Point after the
Astronomer Royal Neville Maskelyne. This spot,
situated under the southern approach of the
Sydney Harbour Bridge, is now known as Dawes
Point in his honour. After some “stinks” with
Governor Phillip and his refusal to apologise to
the head man he was shipped back to England
late in 1791 never to return to New South Wales
despite his desires and efforts to do so.

From Torrens to Pompeii
As one of the invited speakers at the NSW
Country Surveyors Association Easter Conference
in Sydney, I was asked to make presentations on
the development of Torrens Title in NSW with an

Right: Brocky takes
the “Bigfoot” trip up
Mt. Coolangatta and
a “steamfest”.
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Vale A Great Australian
The saddest news this year so far has been the
recent death of one of the world’s most famous
cricketers and commentators Richie Benaud from
sun cancer – the surveyors’ dread over here. I am
continually under observation for the intimidating
spectre of skin cancer caused by over exposure to
the harsh Aussie sun with many of my close
friends and relatives succumbing. Richie was a
Parramatta boy attending the local high school
just a short distance up the Great Western
Highway from where we live. Renowned as the
voice of cricket worldwide he was one of the
most successful captains in the history of the great
game. On every occasion I was lucky enough to
meet this great Aussie he was always a thorough
gentleman and most congenial to me and all
others eager to shake his hand. The world has lost
another legend in every sense of the word.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

PointSense for Revit

suite of software. The system can
also be paired with a prism to
allow for a measurement range of
up to 3000 metres. Additional
features include a rugged IP66
rated design, on-board TopField
application software, and battery
life of up to eight working hours.

New GNSS from Sokkia

FARO Technologies has released PointSense for Autodesk’s Revit
building design software. The software significantly improves the
evaluation and conversion of point cloud data for BIM. New
features include: extraction and alignment of architectural walls,
creation of Revit family types such as doors, windows, beams,
construction lines and ground models, real 3D snap-to-point clouds,
plane detection and scaled ortho-image generation.

360° video imaging
Arithmetica’s SphereVision range of
recording, processing and playback
solutions allows the creation of fully
interactive 360° videography. With
the ability to integrate floor plans,
architectural drawings and other
types of documents, SphereVision is
aimed at police and security
applications including risk
assessment, event management,
training, incident response and post
event analysis and investigation.

MBS floor plans 6.0
By reducing the need to use
keyboard interaction MBS Survey
Software believe more users will
adopt tablet technology. They have
achieved this for the latest version of
their MBS Floor Plans by adopting a
“ribbon” appearance and the
introduction of new buttons. MBS
Floor Plans V6.0 for Tablets uses the
Windows OS. Highlights include:
improved Bluetooth connectivity; a
numerical keypad and other
frequently used buttons to improve
workflow; dock-able dialog boxes;
file co-ordinate transformation via
survey control stations; multiple
vertex deletion and the ability to
take geographically referenced
photographs within the software.

New scanners from Leica
Leica Geosystems has released the
8th generation of its laser scanners,
the ScanStations P40, P30, and P16.
Three different models meet
different user needs: the P40 and

P30 add increasing, long range
capabilities (to 270m) and advanced
scanner controls for additional
versatility, while the ScanStation P16
is a short range, entry model. All
share the same physical
characteristics: class 1 lasers, unit
weight, hard drive (256Gb),
temperature range, batteries and
even scan rate (1 million points per
second). Close range accuracy is also
the same (1.2mm + 10ppm) They
differ only in range, performance and
therefore application.
The scanners have a new eyesafe laser, which delivers benefits
in point cloud quality, such as
sharper and crisper images,
avoiding most of the office
processing that’s often needed to
clean up data before using it. Users
can also better capture challenging
surfaces, like dark or reflective ones.

2000m range reflectorless
The latest addition to Topcon
Positioning Group’s line of
reflectorless total stations is the
GPT-3500LN. With a measuring
distance of 2000m, the GPT-3500
is designed to measure further than
any non-prism instrument in its
class. The instrument incorporates
time-of-flight pulse technology with
Topcon developed algorithm filters
for better signal noise to improve
accuracy even on dark and wet
surfaces. The GPT-3500LN can
connect to an external field
controller, enabling field to office
connectivity with the MAGNET

Sokkia has introduced the GCX2.
Nicknamed ‘the bullet’, the GNSS
receiver is a completely
“reimagined” approach to receiver
design that offers an ultralightweight and ergonomic costeffective solution,” explains
Eduardo Falcon, executive vice
president and general manager of
Topcon GeoPositioning Solutions.
The multi-constellation and
dual-frequency receiver is designed
to offer affordable high-quality
results for traditional applications
in the surveying and construction
fields, as well as unconventional
applications such as in landscape
architecture, GIS, BIM and forensic
mapping. The receiver connects via
Bluetooth to the Sokkia GHX2 field
controller enabling ease-ofoperation within the MAGNET suite
of software. The GCX2 utilizes 226
channels; each one optimized to
constantly track any currently
available satellite signals.

Airborne bathymetry mapper
Optech has launched the Optech
CZMIL Nova, the company’s recent
upgrade of the CZMIL airborne
bathymetric mapper. CZMIL Nova
maintains its predecessor’s sensing
power, including a claimed
unmatched turbid water penetration,
whilst boosting installation flexibility
with much lighter hardware and a
more efficient laser with lower
power consumption, facilitating
operation in smaller aircraft.

Grant inspires EdgeWise 5.0
EdgeWise 5.0 has numerous new
features and enhancements and
claims to be the fastest field-tofinish modelling solution on the
market. The new features and
enhancements are the outgrowth of
a US National Science Foundation
grant which funded the
development of a radical new
approach to automated feature
extraction (AFE) and object
recognition. The new features
include: automation of the

extraction of gridded steel and
concrete structures, new pipe
extraction algorithms that virtually
eliminate false positives, 3D plug-in
that brings EdgeWise intelligent
models directly into Plant 3D,
improved Revit integration enabling
import of out-of-tolerance and nonstandard as-built elbows and a new
photo-realistic visualisation engine
called ClearView that gives a
photo-like view of the point cloud.

BRIEFS
Trimble has introduced the Spectra
Precision FOCUS DL-15 Digital Level
with electronic height measurement
capability for a wide range of survey
and construction tasks.
Aguila Technologies has
launched a GPS mini-tracker, the
AGUILA1000 (35g). With a
battery lasting a year, it’s
claimed to be the smallest
geolocation anti-theft tracker in
the world. The device uses GPRS
and can be configured remotely.
Applanix now has an expanded
portfolio of Marine georeferencing
and motion compensation
solutions. New products include the
POS MV SurfMaster, designed for
small platforms, both manned and
unmanned. The POS MV
WaveMaster II now delivers
performance equal to the existing
WaveMaster E, but at lower cost
and the POS MV OceanMaster
replaces the POS MV 320 E.
Septentrio has launched its next
generation dual-antenna GNSS
receiver. The AsteRx 4 OEM is a
multi-frequency, multiconstellation, which incorporates
the latest innovative GNSS tracking
and positioning algorithms.
Leica GeoMoS version 6.2 comes
with a newly updated GeoMoS
Monitor, allowing management of
data collection and computation
for multiple monitoring projects at
the same time.
Leica Geosystems has also
released Leica Spider suite v5
with a new version of its CORS
software. The update offers RTK
network operators an advanced,
and versatile solution for GNSS
infrastructures.
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RECRUITMENT

JUNIOR LAND SURVEYOR AND CAD TECHNICIAN
This is an exciting opportunity to join The Meon Survey Partnership, a
progressive Land and Measured Building Survey practice based on the
Surrey/Hampshire border.

Our work is mainly in the South of England, although opportunities may
arise to work Nationally or Overseas.

CAD TECHNICIAN
This position would suit an enthusiastic and flexible person with experience
in Autocad 2D and 3D. Ideally they would also have experience in BIM and in
using other visualisation software packages.
JUNIOR LAND SURVEYOR
This position would suit a motivated person looking to develop their career in
Land Surveying. Experience would be preferred, although not essential as
training will be given.
These positions would suit people with energy, drive, professionalism,
enthusiasm and flexibility.

Salary and benefits would be dependent on experience and development
within the company.
Please apply in writing, by post or email to;

The Meon Survey Partnership Limited
Campbell Park, Fernhurst Road, Milland, Liphook, Hampshire GU30 7LU
TEL. 01428 741699 FAX. 01428 741466
Email: mail@meonsurvey.co.uk
Website: www.meonsurvey.co.uk
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Hire from Opti-cal
Location Detection • Distance Measuring
Laser Scanners • Total Stations
Construction Lasers • Digital Levels • GPS / GIS
Ground Penetrating Radar • Accessories

Laser Scanners

GPS / GNSS Equipment

GPR

Total Stations

Digital Levels

With nationwide offices and four fully Leica certified
service centres, our hire fleet is maintained to the highest
standard. For all your equipment needs, hire from Opti-cal

Head Office – Reading

Gatwick Office

Milton Keynes Office

Huddersfield Office

01189 820 500

01293 538 730

01908 683 726

01484 443 270

sales@surveyequipment.com

